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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the interface friction characteristics and full-scale testing of

sandbag dikes under simulated flood conditions. A laboratory test¡ng program and a full-

scale testing program have been conducted to assess the performance of sandbag

structures built according to the City of \Mnnipeg's 1997 design template.

The laboratory test¡ng program consists of large-scale and bench-scale direct shear

tests on soil-geosynthetic, grass-geosynthetic, and geosynthetic-geosynthetic interfaces

representing the material interfaces that exist in sandbag dikes. The large-scale shear

apparatus used has a 1.0 m2 interface area, which minimizes edge effects on the

interaction between the surfaces being tested. Bench-scale direct shear tests using a

typical direct shear apparatus are also conducted for comparison with the large-scale

results.

The full-scale testing program ¡s conducted in a modular test facility built at the

University of Manitoba. The sandbag dikes are instrumented and monitored internally

and externally for horizontal and vertical deformation, pore pressure, total stress

changes, and leakage rates during all stages of loading and failure.

The results of the laboratory testing program are summarized using interpreted Mohr-

Coulomb failure parameters to quantify the cohesive and frictional characteristics for

each interface. The results of the full-scale testing program are summarized with respect

to stability and seepage rates measured for a given dike height and geometry. The

importance of the results with respect to understanding the behaviour of these ¡mportant

flood protection structures is presented.
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Chapter One - lnlroducl¡on

,l

1.1

lntroduction

General Overview

Manitoba's Red River valley has flood characteristics that are dominated by its

geological history as part of the glacial Lake Agassiz basin. The valley has little reìief in

the north-south axis, covering the 877 kilometres between Wahpeton, North Dakota and

Lake Winnipeg with a drop of only 70 metres. That works out to a slope of approximately

I centimetres per kilometre. The valley contains the confluence of the Red and

Assiniboine Rivers called the Forks, which is located in downtown Winnipeg. The Red

River watershed stretches from North Dakota in the south to Hudson's Bay in the north,

covering an area of 125,285 square k¡lometres. The Assiniboine River watershed

extends from the Alberta border in the west to northwestern Ontario in the east, w¡th a

total area of 164,438 square k¡lometres. Given these hydrological characteristics, it is no

surprise that flooding is a regular occurrence for residents in the Red R¡ver Valley.

Sandbag dikes have been used as temporary flood protection measures in Red R¡ver

Valley floods during the past century. The most recent and notable fìood took place in

the spring of 1997. As the Red River rose and communities upstream fought the fìood,

the City of Winnipeg initiated emergency response measures to ensure adequate safety

against flooding for the citizens of Wnnipeg and their property. As part of the flood

protection effort, thousands of volunteers assisted with the construcl¡on of sandbag

dikes. lt is estimated that 150,000 volunteer days of work contributed to the flood fighting

efforts.

The City of Winnipeg Water and Waste Department and Public Works Department

ensured adequate materials and resources were available for construction of these

secondary dikes. City crews and volunteers filled an estimated eight million sandbags in
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total. Volunteer training on how to construct sandbag structures took place on site. City

of Wnnipeg staff was available to assist with dike building instruction where needed.

The rapidly-built sandbag dìkes performed with varying levels of success. A plan for

around the clock inspection of all permanent and temporary dikes was implemented to

identify any problem areas prior to failure. Before the r¡ver crested, 33 two-person teams

patrolled and monitored the dikes on a 24-hour basis. The monitoring teams were

supported by on-call survey crews, geotechnical engineers, and military personnel to

respond to any concerns regarding integrity of the structures. The dike patrols looked for

anything from minor seepage to major dike breaches. At the time there was considerable

anxiety caused by reports of leakage through and under structures, and also of

distortional movements noted at some dike locations.

The ¡mportance of secondary dikes as part of the City's flood protection system as well

as some of the uncertainties surrounding their construction and behaviour are easìly

identified in major floods. The flood of 1997 was a maximum design event for Winnipeg's

flood protect¡on system (Rob Kenyon, personal communication, June 9, 2005).

Statistically, 1997 has been identified as a one in ninety year event. This experience and

the subsequent analysis point out the need for higher flood protect¡on levels for the City

of Winnipeg. This means that higher primary and secondary dikes will be required in the

future when a comparable or larger flood occurs.

The secondary diking enhancement program has been operating since the flood of 1997

to provide increased flood protection to an elevation appropriate to ensure adequate

protection for future floods. However, it is recognized that permanent clay d¡kes cannot

be continuous because of access, sight-line, property and slope stability issues. lt is in
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these areas that temporary flood protection infrastructure such as sandbags will continue

to be necessary.

ln summary, it is recognized that sandbag dikes are not a permanent protect¡on

measure. Although permanent facilities are being constructed at various locations

throughout the City under the Canada-Manitoba-City of Winnipeg Secondary Diking

Enhancements Agreement, sandbag dikes will continue to be an integral part of flood

protection for all sites outside the Primary Diking System in the City of Winnipeg. Any

improvements to understanding the behaviour of these structures to better define

construction procedures and height restrictions will benef¡t the City and its citizens in

future flood diversion efforts.

'|'.2 Hypothesis and Objectives

The behaviour of sandbag structures under lateral hydraulic loading is not well

documented scientifically. This research program starts with the investigation of the

interface qualities of each surface and material found in a sandbag dike using direct

shear tests at both large- and bench-scales. The data from these direct shear tests is

summarized as a set of Mohr-Coulomb shear strength parameters. These parameters

are used to predict failure modes and behaviour under flood loading using available

numerical modelling tools and fundamental soil mechanics. Finally, full-scale tests of

sandbag structures under simulated flood conditions are conducted to verify the

predicted behaviour and monitor actual structures under known loading conditions.

Objectives of Testing Program:

a) To quantitatively assess the stabil¡ty of sandbag structures of varying heights

constructed according to the design cross-secfion developed by the City of W¡nnipeg

(Figure 1).
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b) To develop a measure of reliability for the ex¡sting method of construction and to

identify height limits based on acceptable probabilities of failure.

c) To evaluate new design cross-secf/ons and/or methods of construction, if necessary.

The results of this research will provide a basis for evaluating new methods and

materials (sandbags or other products) for dike structures in the future.

1.3 General Description of Experimental Testing and Numerical
Simulations

The best method for assessing the stability of sandbag structures is to undertake fuìl-

scale model tests to monitor the performance of these structures under simulated flood

loading conditions. Unfortunately, due to the cost and length of time required to

undertake these large experiments, it has noi been economically practical to explore

every proposed cross-section and construction method. That being said, this research

project has progressed in three phases which have optimized the value of a limited

number of full-scale tests and have produced a set of data which can be used for a more

comprehensive study of sandbag structure designs.

The first phase of the interface shear testing was carried out in Kingston, Ontarlo under

the supervision of the Geo-Engineering Centre at Queen's-Royal Military College (RMC)

using a ìarge-scale direct shear apparatus (1 m by 1 m) to quantify the fr¡ct¡onal

characteristics and sliding behaviour of the sandbag material. This specialized

equipment enabled the testing of the pure interface friction as a function of the

overburden pressure (dike height) as well as the sandbag to sandbag and sandbag to

sod interface properties.
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The second phase of the testing was to undertake bench-scale laboratory tests on the

interface shear properties between the bag materials and the in-isolation properties of

the sand in the bags. The in-isolation testing is conducted at the University of Manitoba

Geotechnical Laboratory using existing soil testing equipment to character¡ze the load

and deformation behaviour of both the sand material and individual bags.

The third phase of the research program consisted of the design and construction of f¡ve

full-scale sandbag dike structures. Each of these plane-strain sandbag dikes (24 feet

(7.31 m) long and between 6 and '10 feet (1.83 and 3.05 m) tall) were constructed and

loaded to failure by hydraulic loading simulating flood conditions. The models were

constructed at the Univers¡ty of Manitoba using a three sided flume to maintain

controìled hydraulic loading conditions. Four of the dikes were constructed using the

design methodology outlined by the City of Wnnipeg (Figure I ) for constructing

temporary sandbag dikes. Each dike was instrumented dur¡ng construction and during

all stages of loading prior to collapse. Sensors placed within and outside of each

structure monitored displacement of internal and outer sandbags, seepage through the

structure, vertical displacement of the structure at selected points, sliding between

selected sandbags, vertical and horizontal pressures at the base and midpoints in the

dikes, and hydraulic load¡ng during all stages of testing. The deformed geometry and

collapse mechanism was monitored by onsite staff and recorded using a video camera.

The test¡ng facility was built adjacent to the East SmartPark storm water retention basin

(SWRB) to provide a catchment for water released during anticipated failure of the full-

scale dikes. Water for the tests was provided via the fire hydrant system running along

lnnovation Drive, ensuring adequate flow to simulate flood loading conditions.

A benefit of testing the sandbag structures at full-scale was that the dikes are

constructed on native grass consistent with typical construct¡on conditions experienced
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during floods. However, a number of known construction and loading factors have been

ignored in this study to simplify the interpretation of the results. For example, the

application of lateral loads at the water surface due to floating ice and debris has not

been examined. Another factor that was not examined is the frozen or mid{haw ground

condition that may occur during construction, which would be expected to infìuence the

interface behaviour between the bags and the ground surface. lt is important to note that

the facility has been designed and constructed in a modular fashion so that add¡tional

research beyond the scope of this project can be conducted in the future to examine the

influence of important considerations ignored in this first step.

Finally, an analysis of the research program uses the results from the three stages of

testing (large- and bench-scale shear and full-scale field tests) to build a set of data

which can be used to analyze the performance of sandbag structure configurations. ln

order to develop rational analytical techniques for examining the behaviour of sandbag

dikes we must first have an understanding of the physics of how they behave at both

operating and failure conditions.

1.4 Organization of Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents a background of sandbag dike

use in the City of Winnipeg, a literature review of relevant research and theories

important to understanding this thesis, and a summary of new developments in

temporary flood protection that may be relevant to stakeholders. Chapter 3 is a

description of the materials, procedures and equipment used to test the interface friction

properties of the surfaces present in a sandbag dike as well as the results of the large-

and bench-scale direct shear tests. Chapter 4 discusses the equipment and procedure

used to conduct the full-scale sandbag dike field tests as well as the results of these
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tests. Chapter 5 is a discussion and analysis of the results of all of the full-scale testing

conducted. Chapter 6 is a comparison of several notable sandbag dikes tested with

respect to height, geometry, construction method, materials and quality. Chapter 7

presents conclusions and recommendations for further work in the future.
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tYPrcAL O I{E CRC6S SECÍO¡¡

PLq! OF L\YER

MEIHOÞ OF IAPPN¡GSANDSÀC

. Base area of sand bag dike shouid be clear of snow or ice prior to commencing.

. Leave at least I feet between a dike and buildings. The base ofthe dike shou'd be 2 feet
wider than the ultimate he¡ght of the dike, E.G. Height = 4 ft., base = 6 ft.. Every second layer
of sand bags should be set back 1/4 of â sand bag width, both on the river side and the land
side of the dike, g¡v¡ng ¡t a step-l¡ke appearance. The top of the dike should be 2 feet wide.

. The bottom layer of bags on the r¡ver side w¡ll run parallelwith the river.

. Sand bags are to be tamped firmly into place.

. lt is recommended that 6 mil polyethylene sheets ¡n 10 foot wide rolls be used as water
proofing on the r¡ver side of the dike. The polyethylene sheet should be placed loosely
against the sand bag d¡ke during construction with a protect¡ve layer of sand bags placed on
the r¡ver side as indicated in the f¡gure.

. Have extra sand bags on hand to strengthen any weak spots ¡n the dike.

. lf untied bags are used, the top, or unf¡lled portion of the sack should be stretched lengthw¡se
and the next bag laid on top of it. This method is known as lapping as ind¡cated ¡n the f¡gure.
It is not necessary to tie sacks. Unt¡ed bags should be f¡lled to half full.

Figure 1 - City of Wnnipeg Sandbag Dike Template tl gbVli 
' 
.
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2

2.1

Literature Review

lntroduction

Sandbag dikes have been used as temporary flood protect¡on measures all over the

world. This is both due to availability of the bags in consistent sizes and large numbers

as a result of textile manufacturing progress during and after the industrial revolution,

and to the range of materials that can be used to fill these bags. Sandbag dikes have

been used extensívely for flood protection and diversion in the Red River Valley since

the turn of the century.

A rev¡ew of the literature has been conducted in order to present previous research that

is relevant to the assessment of sandbag dike performance. The review ¡s div¡ded into

sections including: Soilbag Reinforced Embankment Stability Considerations,

Compaction and Settling of Granular Materials by Wetting, lnterface Behaviour betvveen

Soils and Geosynthetics, Direct Shear Testing on lnterfaces, and Large-scale Testing of

Reinforced Embankments.

Alternatives to sandbag dikes for temporary flood protection have been developed by

both the private and public sectors in recent years. A summary of some of the most

promising technologies is presented.

2.1.1 The Red River Valley and Sandbag Dikes

The shallow average slope of I centimetres for every kilometre along the Red River

between Wahpeton and Lake Wnnipeg guarantees relatively slow headwaters in a flood

situation. This means that flood protection personnel have a longer warning time in the

Red River valley than in other steeper watersheds. Hydrological models have been

developed and refíned in combination with digital elevation models (DEMs) to yield
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increasingly accurate crest predictions. Manitoba Conservation has made its DEM

available to the general public via an internet website

(http://geoapp.gov.mb.calwebsite/rrvfp/mainFrame.htm). The site allows any user to

assess the elevation of flood protection that is required at their property given the latest

crest prediction.

The low slope of the valley has given the Red a meandering path, which means that

there are long riverbanks requiring protection, which is of particular concern when the

river flows within town or city limits. These r¡verbanks are of varying height and slope,

and many of them are not suitable for supporting the size of permanent earthen dike

required to guarantee flood protection in an extreme flood year. Property rights,

accessibility and aesthetic issues as well as economic constraints mean that temporary

flood protection systems will always be necessary in the City of Winnipeg.

The storability of sandbags, their use for many municipal activities in non-flood situations

as well as the availability of large amounts of sand and gravel in the Bird's Hill area to

the north of the city make sandbag dikes the standard for temporary flood protection in

Winnipeg.

Since the flood of 1950, people in the Red River valley have relied on sandbag dikes to

bring their permanent flood protection systems up to the necessary elevation to keep

their property safe. These temporary structures have performed with varying degrees of

success, and the experience gained from several extreme flood events has lead to the

template that the City of Winnipeg used as a guide during the flood of 1997.
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2.1.2 History of Winnipeg's Sandbag Dike Design Development

According to City engineer Aurele Delaurier, (personal communication, October 6,2004)

the City of Winnipeg's sandbag dike cross-section was initially developed in 1996 after

the Water and Waste Department (WWD) took over responsibility of secondary d¡ke

protection from the City Districts that were dissolved in 1995. From an initial review of

information from the D¡stricts, \ 
^/VD 

determined that no technical memorandum on

sandbag dikes or a cross-section template existed. However, information was found

from the files of District 6 on sandbag counts, dike lengths and heights for properties

protected during the 1979 flood. \ÂÂND staff back-calculated a dike cross-section based

on the 1979 flood protection data. This cross section was then used by the City to

protect propert¡es for the 1996 flood, where levels were comparable to that of the 1979

flood.

2.',|.3

2.1 31

Other Published Sandbag Dike Templates

United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)

Figure 2.1 is a reproduction of the current USACE sandbag dike template and sandbag

ring dike template for surrounding sand boils. As part of their instruction package, the

USACE also provides the following instructions:

*SANDBAG DIKES The sandbag dike shouÌd not be considered as
a primary fl,ood barrier. The main objections to their use
are thaL the materials (bags and sand) are quite costly;
they require a tremendous amount of manpower; and are time
consuming to construct. Sandbag dikes shou.ld be used where
a very fow and relatively short barrier is required and
earth fill wouÌd not be practicable, such as in the
freeboard range along an arteriaf street. They are very
usefuf in constricted areas such as around or very cfose to
buildings, where rights-of-way would preclude using earth
fi11. They are also useful where temporary closure is
required, such as roads and raifroad tracks. A polyethylene
seepage barrier should be incorporated into Lhe sandbag
structure. The poly must be on the riverr.Jard sÌope and
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brought up immedlateÌy behind the outermost fayer of bags.
The poly should or, at best, lapped under the sandbags for
anchorage. See plate 1 for reconrnended practices in sandbag
dlke construction.

A few points to be aware of in sandbag construction are:
1) sand, or predominantly sandy or gravelly
maLeria.I should be used;
2) extremely fine, clean sand¡ such as washed
mortar sand, should be avoided;
3) bags should be ', full;
4) bags shouÌd be lapped when placing;
5) bags should be tamped tightly in place;
6) the base width should be wide enough to resist
the head at high water.

Sandbagging is also practicaf for raising a narrow .1evee,
or when construction equipment cannot be used. Sandbag
raises should be limited to 3 feet¡ if possible."

It is worth not¡ng that the USACE doesn't recommend us¡ng sandbags for flood diversion

efforts requiring more than three feet of elevation increase. This is a considerably more

conservative design than the C¡ty of Winnipeg's 1997 template. The USACE templates

do not appear to have been updated since World War ll.

2.1 .3.2 Manitoba Emergency Measures Organization (EMO)

Figurc 2.2 is a reproduction of the current Manitoba EMO sandbag dike template. lt is

essentìally the same as the USACE template in geometry and height recommendations.

The Manitoba EMO webs¡te where the template is made available to the public does

have a link to the City of Wlnnipeg's webs¡te, and includes a table with some est¡mates

of the number of bags necessary of d¡ke required to protect 100 linear feet at three

different heights.

2.1.4 Stability Considerations for Sandbag Structures

The observed failure mechanism in sandbag dikes in the Red River Valley is the

formation of a slip surface along the interface between the sandbags themselves. Failure

does not generally occur through the bags, as the interface shear strength between the
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materials is lower than the tension strength of the bag mater¡al. ln failed dikes built on

regular sod, the slip surface generally daylights above the base of the dike, indicating

that the weakest interface is within the dike itself and not behveen the dike and its

foundation (Ken Skaftfeld, personal communication, June 7,2005).

Base sliding is a failure mechanism that is considered to be important by both the

USACE and EMO design templates described above. Both the USACE and EMO

templates advocate the installation of a key trench to prevent the dike from translating

under lateral hydraulic loading. This technique generally requires heavy equipment

during spring in the Red River Valley due to frozen soil conditions, and therefore is rarely

undertaken. Base sliding has generally not been observed to be the critical failure mode

for sandbag dikes built in the Red River Valley.

As a first step in quant¡fying the stability of sandbag structures, an investigat¡on of the

interface properties of the mater¡als used in their construct¡on must be completed.

2.2

2.2.,1

Revíew of Relevant Literature

Soilbag Reinforced Embankment Stability Considerations

Matsuoka, Liu and Yamaguchi (2001) conducted tests on soilbags for the purpose of

earth reinforcement of slopes and below footings. They varied both the material inside

and making up the bags, and tested them in laboratory and in-situ conditions. Their

laboratory tests were compression tests ¡n both a confined and unconfined testing

apparatus. The confined tests were conducted on a two-dimensional model made of

aluminium rods to simulate a cohesionless soil mass and paper sheets to simulate bags

containing the soil. The unconfined tests consisted of full size soilbags placed in a

loading frame and compressed to failure. The size of bag used in the unconfined tests

was 40 cm x 40 cm x 10 cm. The materials used to make the bags were polyethylene,
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potypropylene and another polyethylene treated to resist photo-degradat¡on from ultra-

violet wavelengths in sunlight. The materials used to fìll the bags were two sizes of

crushed stone, coal ash, shirash and volcanic ash. The fill materials were tested in both

wet and dry condltions.

The results of their laboratory tests showed that the compressive load the filled bags

were able to sustain was beiween 10 and 40 times the load that the individual bags were

able to sustain in tens¡on. This non-linear increase in strength between the individual

components and the system they are made into is consistent with the observat¡ons of

soil-geotextile strengths made in the literature.

The in-situ applications of soilbag reinforcement tested by Matsuoka et al. (2001) were in

a retaining wall and in pre-stressing micropile foundations. ln both cases the so¡lbag

reinforcement was found to be both effective and economically beneficial.

Allan, Komar and Hart (2003) present a test case where sand filled geotextile bags are

used as the core material of an artificial dune built to protect a state park in Oregon. The

artificial dune acts as a wave barrier in support of a dynamic cobble beach that acts as

an energy dissipater on the park's ocean coast. The authors report that the artificial dune

is a success after three w¡nters of operation which included several over{opping storm

events, although the need for regular maintenance is noted.

Finch (1939) reports the use of an earth-cement mixture in sacks being used as a

revetment on a river bank at Fort Sam Houston, Texas. The context of the use of the

earth fìlled sacks is as an emergency measure, with the erosion of the river bank

threatening the foundations of the post headquarters. The effectiveness and economy

(both in terms of timeliness and monetary cost) of the method is noted.
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2.2.2 Compaction and Settling of Granular Materials by Wetting

ln engineering terms, the strength of a cohesionless soil mater¡al is dependant on its

grain size distribution, moisture content and density. Kerr (1978) points out that there ¡s

a general increase in soil strength with decreasing water content and w¡th increasing

density. Further, he notes that increasing density generally increases elasticity and

decreases compressibility.

lncreased bearing capacity, control of settlements and decreased permeability are the

goals of compaction in this discussion. Similar¡y, when a sandbag dike ¡s built according

to the c¡ty of Winnipeg design, compaction is achieved during construction by the

persons involved via physically walking on each successive course of bags and tamping

them down with their feet and hands.

Figure 2.3 is an illustration of a cross-section of soil particles in both a loose and a

compacted state. The area of the soil particles is equal in both of the cross-seclions, but

the area in the dashed line surrounding the soil particles is smaller in the compacted

conf¡guration than in the loose configuration.

According to Kerr (1978), the main mechanism of compaction ¡n cohesionless soils is the

re-orientation of soil particles from a lower initial density to a configuration with a higher

overall density. ln cohesionless soils the major resistance to re-or¡entation is friction

between the particles. The friction between the particles is affected by the moisture

content of the soil. Between the completely dry state and the lower limit moisture content

for compaction, capillary tension increases, the inter-particle friction increases and the

density of the soil decreases. Between the lower limit and optimum moisture contents for

compaction, capillary tension decreases and the density of the soil increases.
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Compactive efforts result in decreased density at moisture contents above the optimum

for compaction.

Kerr (1978) also notes the difference in the behaviour of soils compacted at moisture

contents on either side of optimum. For a cohesionless soil compacted on the dry side of

optimum, settlement may occur after saturat¡on due to a re-orientation of the soil

structure.

Laba (1983) noted that compaction of trench backJ¡ll by water jetting was impeded by

cases where insufficient drainage was present. ln these cases, the tests yielded lower

densities and higher moisture contents in the same fill materials than in cases where

good drainage was assured.

The American Society of Civ¡l Engineers (ASCE), St. Louis section, Report on Backfilling

in Public Rights-of-way ('1968) notes that compact¡on by jetting, ponding or flooding is

normally successful in non-cohesive, coarse graíned soils that are freely draining.

2.2.3 lnterface Behaviour between Soils and Geosynthetics

Koerner (1998) lists a number of families of geosynthetics in his design text, including

geotextiles, geogrids, geonets, geomembranes, geosynthetic clay liners, geopipe,

geocomposites and geo-others. They are made primarily of polymers synthesized from

petroleum, but are also made of fìbreglass, rubber, jute, bamboo and other natural

materials. Generally a geosynthetic is employed to reinforce a soil mass, enhance

filtration, form a flow barrier or retardant, or enhance drainage.

For the purposes of this research, geotextiles and geomembranes are the two

geosynthetics that are relevant, although testing methods and research results from
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studies on other types of geosynthetics are also relevant in terms of stress-strain and

frictional behaviour.

The shear strength of a soil-geosynthetic interface is related to the confining pressure,

the grain-size distribution, shape and hardness of the soil particles, the roughness and

elasticity of the geosynthetic, the water content and density of the mass and the strain

rate used in the testing apparatus. lnvestigat¡ons of the interface shear character¡stics

between soils and geosynthetics and between geosynthetics and geosynthetics are

commonly carried out usìng direct shear, pull-out or inclined plane testing apparatus.

The direct shear apparatus consists of a rigid box split into upper and lower halves. One

of the halves is held fast laterally and the other half is able to translate horizontally at a

known strain rate. A normal stress can be applied to the material being tested, generally

on the half of the box that is held fast laterally. ln most direct shear apparatus the half of

the box restrained from horizontal movement is allowed to move vertically in order to

reduce the boundary effects on the stress distributions in the soil mass being tested. The

strain rate, horizontal and vertical displacements, and loads are all mon¡tored throughout

the test, and the load-displacement data is used to calculate stress-strain relationships

which are ¡n turn used to calculate Mohr-Coulomb failure parameters.

The pull-out apparatus consists of a split box similar to the direct shear apparatus, but

both halves of the box are held rigidly. A pull-out mechanism that moves at a controlled

rate is attached to a geosynthetic sample that is installed inside a soil mass or attached

to a support strata with the soil or other geosynthetic to be sheared installed against it.

Normal stress is applied to the whole mass being tested, and a load cell or proving ring

measures the force required to pull the geosynthetic out of the box at the set strain rate.
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Load-displacement data are collected and similar calculations to those conducted for the

direct shear tests are carried out.

The inclined plane apparatus is a modified direct shear test that is capable of operating

at a range of inclinations to simulate shearing on an inclined surface.

ln tests conducted on three different sands and their interface with a single non-woven

needle punched geotextile, Kalumba and Scheele (1999) found that the interface shear

strength of a given soil-geotextile tested in a direct shear device was lower than the

shear strength of the soil tested alone at the same confining pressure. This is to be

expected, since the resisting volume in a soil-geosynthetic interface test ¡s best

described as an area, i.e. without depth above and below the shear plane, while the

resisting volume in a soil shear test has some depth both above and below the shearing

plane. The residual shear strength (at relatively large strains) is about the same for both

soil-geotextile and soil tests.

Kalumba and Scheele (1999) repeated their direct shear tests using a puìl-out apparatus

in order to establísh the stress distribution and strain behaviour of the geotextile at

known confining pressures. They determined that the skin friction distribution had its

maximum at the pull-out end, then sharply declined over approximately 1/3 of the length

of the geotextile, then gradually went to zero over the remaining 213 of lhe geotextile.

The pull-out tests generally showed lower interface shear friction angles than the direct

shear tests, but signifìcantly higher adhesion values.

Lopes, Lopes and Lopes (2001) list the interaction mechanisms at the soil-geogrid

interface as (¡) skin frictìon over the planar geogrid surface; (¡¡) soil-soil friction through

the geogrid apertures; and (iii) passive resistance of the geogrid bearing members. Their
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tests on six geosynthetic materials and two cohesionless soils in an inclined plane shear

apparatus also provided ins¡ght into the interaction mechanisms between the soils and

geomembranes and geotextiles.

The primary interaction mechanism at the soil-geotextile interface is skin friction behveen

the soil part¡cles and the geotextile. Th¡s mechanism is also the primary interaction

between soil-geomembrane ¡nterfaces. The shear strength of the soil-geomembrane

interface tends to be slightly higher than the shear strength of a soil-geotextile given the

same soil and testing conditions when comparing a smooth geomembrane and a woven

geotextile. This is due to the soil particles ploughing into the relatively soft geomembrane

surface, where they slide over the harder more porous woven geotextile.

O'Rourke, Druschel and Netravali (1990) reported similar findings in a summary of over

450 dírect shear tests on sand-polymer ¡nterfaces. They found that ¡nterface frictional

strength increased with soil density and decreased with hardness of the polymer being

tested.

ln terms of the effect of test method and geosynthetic orientation, Lopes et al. (2001)

found that soil-geotextile and soil-geomembrane interface shear values were least

affected of the materials in their inclined plane shear testing program.

2.2.4 Direct Shear Testing on lnterfaces

The literature shows that early reports of testing the fr¡ctional relationship between a soil

and a geotextile using a direct shear device when Collios, et al (1980) presented a paper

at the American Socieiy of Civil Engineers (ASCE) National Convention in Portland,

Oregon. The importance of understanding and quantifying the shear strength of soil-

geotextile interfaces in cases where the geotextile is not being used as reinforcement is
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noted. This is especially important where this interface can form a slip surface inside an

earth mass, as in the case of a sandbag dike.

The American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) established its standard test

method for determining the coeffìcient of soil and geosynthetic or geosynthetic and

geosynthetic fr¡ct¡on by the direct shear method in 1992, and this method was

reapproved in 1998. The ASTM standard describes the test method as a performance

test for determining the coefficient of friction between soil and geosynthetic or

geosynthetic and geosynthetic. The coeff¡cient of friction is a summary quantity of total

measured sliding resistance that may be a combination of sliding, rolling, interlocking of

soil particles and geosynthetic surfaces and shear strain within the geosynthet¡c

specimen, ASTM (2000). Each of the direct shear interface tests conducted for this

research was carried out in general accordance with this standard.

Bove (1990) cites Richardson and Koerner for demonstrating analytically that the tensile

stress applied to a geosynthetic component in a multi-layer system is more dependant

on the differences in the shear resistance of the layers above and below than on the

magnitude of the normal stress originally applied to the whole system. Richardson and

Koerner develop a clear relationship between system stability and interface shear

resistance.

2.2.4.1 Effect of Equipment and Scale on the Accuracy of the Direct Shear
Test Method

Bove ('1990) refers to the use of larger than conventional direct shear devices for the

testing of geosynthetic-soil interfaces. Devìces with shear boxes of 300 mm x 300 mm

(as opposed to 100 mm x 100 mm) are cited as being more accurate due to the larger
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specimen area available for evaluating shear failure. The ASTM standard recommends

300 mm as the minimum horizontal shear box dimension for these tests.

Criley and Saint John (1997) conducted a series of d¡rect shear tests on similar materials

using identical equipment and methods in order to analyse the variability of results

obtained in determining soll-geosynthetic interface friction characteristics by the ASTM

method. They note that the adhesion, or apparent cohes¡on, component of the shear

strength had the greatest variability throughout their tests, and that the overall variability

behveen tests decreased as the applied normal stress increased. ln general, they

recommend repeated tests using a standardized test method carr¡ed out by experienced

personnel on properly calibrated equipment to improve reproducibility and accuracy.

Their tests were carried out on a 300 mm x 300 mm direct shear apparatus, and no

mention of the effect of scale was made in the paper.

Jewell and Wroth (1987) assert that boundary conditions are affected by the scale of a

direct shear test, and recommend a ratio of shear box length to average particle size in

the range of 50 to 300 in order to achieve acceptable test accuracy.

Tan, Chew, and Wong (1998) used a ring shear test apparatus in their soiFgeotextile

frictional testing in order to overcome the limited displacement capacities of a

conventional bench-scale direct shear apparatus. They found that for displacements

between 3 and 14 mm, the boundary conditions of a conventional 100 mm by 100 mm

direct shear box dominated the test and affected the results to an unacceptable degree.

It follows that increasing the scale of the direct shear apparatus used will increase the

accuracy of interface friction test results.
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2.2.4.2 Mohr-Coulomb Shear Strength Parameters from Direct Shear lesfs

Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria are commonly used to quantitatively evaluate shear

strength in soils and geosynthetics. The stability of any given soil mass is directly related

to the mean shear strength of the soil. Equation 2.1 is Coulomb's expression of the

shear strength (r) of a soil mass in a given plane as a linear function of the stress

normal (o) to that plane at the same point in the soil mass;

rt =c+oIlanø, (2.1)

where c and ø arc the Mohr-Coulomb shear strength parameters cohesion intercept and

friction angle, respectively. As cited in Craig (1998), Karl Terzaghi asserted that the

shear stress in a soil can only be resisted by the skeleton of solid particles that make up

the soil mass, and that this resistance is dependant on the effective stress normal to the

shear plane in question. Equat¡on 2.2 is a modification of 2.1, taking Terz aghi's concept

of effective stress into account:

Tt=c'+o'ttanþ', (2.2)

where c' and ø' are the shear strength parameters in terms of effective stress. Equation

2.2 produces a straight line when plotted with shear stress on a y-axis versus normal

stress on an x-axis. This line represents a failure envelope for a set of effective major

and minor principal stresses o r and oi, as shown in Figure 2.4; compressive stress

being taken as positive. The line is tangent to a Mohr circle defining the stresses at a

particular failure point which is shown having the coordinates r ¡ and o ¡ Equations 2.3

and 2.4 give these shear and normal stresses;

r, =!(o',-o'.)sinzo,
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(2.4)

where dis the angle between the major principal plane and the plane of shearing failure.

By familiar geometr¡cal relations it can be shown that;

e = as' +!. (2 5)
2

The Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria as laid out here describes a linear approximation of a

failure envelope running along a common tangent as described by equation 2.2 (C¡aig,

1998).

2.2.5 Large-scale Testing of Reinforced Embankments

Large-scale testing is ¡nstinctively recognised as a more accurate means of observing

the behaviour of civil engineering structures than bench-scale testing. The ability of a

sample on the order of 1/1 Oth the scale of in-situ elements to reproduce actual

behaviours is suspect. However, budgetary constraints frequently curtail attempts to

conduct large- or full-scale tests on structures such as reinforced embankments. lt

should be noted that in cases where the structure ¡s of high importance, such as

hydroelectric dams, centrifuge studies are often undertaken to overcome the negative

effects of under-scaled testing.

Blatz and Bathurst (2003) conducted tests on three large-scale embankments loaded

vertically near their crest at the Royal Military College of Canada (RMC) retaining wall

test facility. Two of the test embankments were built with geosynthet¡c reinforcement and

one was not. All of the embankments were heavily instrumented in order to precisely

define the failure surface and behaviour of the materials during all phases of loading up

to and including fa¡lure. The embankment monitoring data served to verìfy predicted

failure modes and slip surface locations. The testing and analysis conducted illustrated

o,, = 
f,{o,, 

* o,,) + }G', - o,,)"o,zo,
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the importance of using high quality values for the characterisation of the mobilisation of

the tensile load in the geosynthetic reinforcement as well as the peak shear resistance of

the soil in order to ensure high quality predictions of the footing's bearing capacity.

Hanson, Cook and Hahn (2000) presented preliminary results of a large-scale testing

program on earthen embankments under sustained overtopping hydraulic loading. The

test embankments were three homogeneous sections built from different soil materials.

They were each 2.3 m in height and 7.3 m in width, w¡th 1V:3H slopes on both the wet

and dry sides. The embankments were pre-loaded to 1.2 m of water on the day before

the test, and then overtopped and monitored for erosion and downstream flow rate at a

known input flow rate. The test embankments were not reinforced with minimal

vegetation on their surfaces. The preliminary test results show that plastic clay soils are

more stable and erosion resistant under sustained overtop hydraulic loads than silty

sands.

Juran and Christopher (1989) conducted laboratory tesis on a set of reduced scale

geosynthetic reinforced retaining walls to describe the failure modes of two types of

geosynthetic reinforcement. They found that woven polyester reinforced retaining walls

failed by sliding along slip surfaces defined by the plane where the geosynthetic was

installed, or by excessive deformation of the face of the wall. Plastic grid reinforced

reta¡n¡ng walls failed by rupture of the grid along a slip surface within the soil mass.

2.2.6
Dikes

Temporary Flood Protection Alternatives to Sandbag

ln recent years boih the public and pr¡vate sectors have been working to develop

alternatives to the sandbag dike for temporary flood protection. These alternative
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designs range widely in cost, adaptability and basic strategy, but their performances are

all measured against sandbag dikes.

Duncan, Mitchell, Lovern, and Coffey (1997) published a literature review of historical

techniques, commercial products and current military and professional practise for

innovative flood protection concepts with the purpose of evaluation for further research

and investigation. They held a workshop to consult with experts in the fleld of flood

protection in order to develop a short list of candidates from the innovative flood

protection concepts found in the aforementioned review.

All of the flood protection concepts were initially divided into hvo broad groups,

temporary and permanent techniques; although some systems fell into both categories.

A system of grading was developed to help in the evaluation and ranking of each flood

protection system.

The top ranked temporary flood protection systems as evaluated by the workshop

attendees were: 1. Jersey highway barriers, 2. Water-f¡lled geomembrane barriers, and

3. Deep cellular conf¡nement systems, Duncan et al. (1997). Figures 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7

show the three systems in the same order that they are listed here.

Biggar and Masala (1998) reviewed the work done by Duncan et al. (1997) and prepared

a technology overview of alternative flood protection systems for the Alberta

Transportation and Utilities Disaster Services Branch. Their objective was to evaluate

innovative alternative flood protection technologies against the benchmark of sandbag

dikes. ln comparison to sandbags, the new technology was to be more easily installed

and removed, sufficientìy stable against sliding and overturning, resistant to seepage

both through and beneath, flexible in use outside of flood protection, and cost effective.
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Their specifìc evaluation criteria were as follows: stability with regard to base sliding as

well as overturning, seepage both below and through the barrier, induced loading on the

soil beneath the structure, abìlity to fix and/or strengthen the system when in use,

adaptabìlity to d¡fferent and/or changing terrain conditions, modularity, time required for

installation and removal, simplicity of construct¡on, labour required, equ¡pment for

transport and installation, site preparation and operating space requirements, initial

investment cost, storage requirements, durability in use and versatility, installation and

removal costs, and training and supervision requirements.

These criteria were evaluated based on data available from manufacturers as well as

trips to the towns of Peace River and Pincher Creek, both in Alberta. These sites were

selected as examples of relatively slow moving, ice-jam susceptible flood areas and

much faster 'flash' flood prone areas, respectively.

Based on these criteria and discussions with municipal employees, a list of systems that

merit further study was produced. The l¡st consisted of: 1. lnflatable (water or air) tubular

geomembranes; 2. Cellular (gabion-like) structures; 3. Fixed post-and-lagging systems;

and 4. Jersey highway barriers. lt should be noted that item 2 on this list corresponds to

item 3 on the list published by Duncan et al. (1997). That is to say, deep cellular

confinement systems are equivalent to cellular (gabion-like) structures.

Biggar and Masala (1998) made some key observations in their study of temporary flood

protection techniques. ln general, continuous structures outperformed segmented ones,

as they are better able to deal with corners and variations in terrain. Also, systems with a

sealing component in their design outperformed those relying on available on-site

materials and the construction skill of the people assembling the system. Additionally,
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using different techniques along different stretches of the same flood prone area

demands compatibility between each consecutive system.

They noted that, as long as the construction of the system is completed according to the

intended design, seepage characterìstics will be dominated by interface properties

between the flood protection structure and the ground that it is built on. Further, rigid

structures are prone to increased seepage when base conditions change, where flexible

structures can adapt to changing base conditions.

Biggar and Masala (1998) concluded that simple constructability and basic design are

better than complex systems requiring specialized equipment and trained personnel, and

that each municipality will have to base its flood protection plan on a careful assessment

of its own geography as well as the flood protection plan of neighbouring municipal¡ties.

2.2.6.1 Alternative techniques used ¡n the Red River valley

Several of the aforement¡oned iechnologies, as well as some other unique systems,

have been proposed for flood protection in the Red River valley.

Manitoba Hydro has elected to use a water-filled geomembrane system to protect its

transformer stations in areas at risk of flooding. The transformer sites (notably the one at

Letellier) are well suited to this system, as they have a relatively level topography as well

as adequate storage space for the geomembrane tubes, fuel and pumps that are

required. Logistically, the utility is able to send teams of two or three trained people to

each transformer station and can expect these s¡tes to be protected to a known flood

elevation withln a days notice.

At this point there have not been

structures for flood prevention in

reports of use of deep cellular or gabion-like

Red River valley. These structures may be

any

the
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appropriate for areas where there is adequate access and bearing capacity for the heavy

equipment required to make the¡r construct¡on efficient and economical in terms of time.

During the spring of 1997, 1 m3 sandbags were used along some of the secondary dikes

within the City of Winnipeg as well as in the construction of the 'Z-dike' protecting the

South-west quadrant of the City (Ken Skaftfeld, personal communication, June 8, 2005).

These 'super-bags' required front-end loaders to be moved and placed, and therefore

their constructability could be considered equivalent to the that of the deep cellular or

gabion-like systems mentioned above.

Several private citizens have built foundation systems surrounding their properties in

order to facilitate modular wall systems that can be relatively quickly assembled when

the threat of flooding is apparent. These systems are similar to the post-and-lagging

structures studied by Biggar and Masala (1998). They are temporary in the sense that

their configuration as a flood protection structure is not the same as their nonJlood

configuration. They incorporate a permanent foundation system which must be installed

ahead of time. lt is extremely unlikely that these foundations could be set up properly

dur¡ng a spring flood event in the Red River valley. The ground on which the foundations

must bear will be frozen and the heavy equipment required to overcome these

conditions will likely be occupied with other aspects of the flood protection effort. The

applicability and economy of these types of flood protection strategies is strongly site

dependant and must be determined well in advance by the appropriate stakeholders.

These select situations where flood protection alternatives have been chosen all have

un¡que factors that influenced the respective stakeholders decisions. Both the pr¡vate

citizens mentioned and the electrical utîlity are concerned with isolating a single site from
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the flood waters. This is a containment strategy, and should not be confused with a

diversion strategy.

ln the case of a municipality that is responsible for long stretches of riverbank or ring

dikes that require additional height, the more comprehensive point of view of diversion is

necessary. Municipalities must also consider their neighbour's strategies in order to

assure that there is continuity in the flood protection system at their borders. The public

bod¡es responsible for protecting both citizens and their property must adopt the

mentality of considering and accounting for the weakest link within their jurisdiction, and

they must realize that the floodwaters cannot be stopped; only redirected on their

journey across the watershed to the ocean.

2.2.7 Justification of Large-scale Direct Shear lnterface and
Full-scale Sandbag Structure Testing Program

This review of the literature reveals a lack of scientific investigation of the properties of

sandbag materials and sandbag structures as they are commonly used for temporary

flood protection measures. The materials used to make these structures are common

and well known individually, but their characteristics as discrete block structures built on

sod and loaded hydraulically have not been documented.

Direct shear tests have been shown to be an effective way to characterise the interface

shear strengths of soil-geosynthetic and geosynthetic-geosynthetic interfaces, and the

benefits of increased scale in these tests has been demonstrated. Large-scale tests on

reinforced embankments have been carried out to verify the ability of various design

models to accurately predict bearing capacities and failure modes under vertical loading.

Full-scale tests have been conducted on unreinforced embankments under hydraulic
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loading, but these tests have focussed on the flow rate and erosion caused by sustained

overtop conditions.

Therefore, to quantify the stability and seepage characteristics of sandbag structures

built according to the City of Winnipeg's 1997 design template, this research must be

undertaken. The interface shear qualities of the materials making up the structures as

well as the unique behaviour of the sandbags themselves need to be tested at an

appropriate scale to adequately model actual loading conditions in an apparatus capable

of quantifìably measuring these characteristics. These data need to be used to des¡gn

and carry out full-scale tests of sandbag structures under simulated flood conditions in

order to verify the accuracy of the design models used and to provide baseline data on

the deformation, seepage and failure characterist¡cs of these structures.
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Figure 2.1 - USACE Sandbag Dike and Sand Boil Ring Dike Template.
(after: http://www.mvr.usace.armv.mil/PA brochure16813/PA16813 01.htm)
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Guidelinès for Sand Bag Dikè Constructlon
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Figure 2.2 - Manitoba Emergency Measures Organization Sandbag Dike Template.
(after: http://www.qov. mb.ca/itm/emo/pubinfo/dvke. html).
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Soil Particles in a Loose Confìguration
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Soil Particles in a Compacted Configuration

Figure 2.3 - Cross-sections of Similar Soil Particles at Two Levels of Compaction.
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Figure 2.4 - Mohr-Coulomb Failure Envelope, after Craig (1998).
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3

3.1

Gharacterisation and Laboratory Testing of
Materials

lntroduction

The laboratory testing component of this research project included in-isolation testing

conducted at the Universíty of Manitoba and the GeoEngineering Centre at Queen's-

RMC in Kingston, Ontario. The testing examined the materials and interfaces present in

sandbag dikes constructed according to the city of Wnnipeg's 1997 template. The tests

include interface shear, direct shear, grain-size analysis and a test of the densification of

granular materials by wetting.

The interface and direct shear tests were conducted at both large- and bench-scales.

Large-scale direct shear tests were conducted at the laboratories of Bathurst Clarabut

Geotechnical Testing (BCGT) in cooperation with the GeoEngineering Centre at

Queen's-RMC. The testing period was from June grh to the 27th,2003. These facilities

were made available by Dr. Richard Bathurst, who also provided advice and expertise

on test set-up and data analysis. The tests were supervised by Mr. Peter Clarabut,

BCGT manager and the principal designer of the large-scale direct shear apparatus that

was used. Figure 3.1 is a photograph of the large-scale direct shear apparatus at the

BCGT laboratories.

The bench-scale direct shear tests were conducted at the University of Manitoba's

geotechnical laboratories. The testing period was from October, 2003 to December,

2004. Figure 3.2 is a photograph of both of the bench-scale direct shear apparatus that

were used along with their data acquisition systems.

Grain-size analysis and densification of granular mater¡al by wetting tests were

conducted at the University of Manitoba's geotechnical laboratories.
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3.2 Materials used in Sandbag Dikes Built in Winnipeg

Typical sandbags utilized by the City of \Mnnipeg are made up of woven slit film

polypropylene (WSFPP) mater¡al sewn into bags and f¡lled with granular sand.

Polyethylene sheeting (PES) is incorporated as a flow barr¡er by weaving it in between

the bags on the side of the dike nearest to the flood water. Dikes are constructed on the

grass covered soil along riverbanks, parks and lawns ¡n flood prone areas. The

foundation is often snow and ice covered during spring flooding cond¡tions in Man¡toba;

however this consideration has not been examined in this project.

3.2.1 Polyethylene Sheeting (PES)

There were two types of PES used in these tests. One was CGSB standard 6 mil vapour

barrier polyethylene sheeting and the other was'heavy-duty' polyethylene sheeting. Both

are commonly available at building material supply stores, but the CGSB rated PES is

manufactured to a published standard. lt is guaranteed to be a minimum 6 mil in

thickness, while the 'heavy-duty' PES is sold with no guaranteed consistency or

minimum thickness. No appreciabte difference in frictional characteristics between the

two grades of PES was made evident in these iests.

3.2.2 Woven Slit Film Polypropylene (WSFPP)

The WSFPP bags used by the City of Wnnipeg for sandbag dikes are purchased in

bulk, usually in bundles of 1000. The current suppliers of these products are located in

mainland China, and use several manufacturing plants to fill their orders. The bags are

generally made out of ends and scraps left over from larger, more valuable textile

products. This means that there is generally limited information and consistency of

material properties available for these bags.
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All of the bags used in the laboratory testing portion of this project were from the same

batch and behaved in a relatively uniform manner in the shear devices. The 1 m2 sheets

used for the large-scale tests were obtained from the WSFPP used to bundle the bags

for shipp¡ng. The local distr¡butor for the City of Wnnipeg's Public Works department

indicated that it was common practice for the manufacturer to use the same materials for

packaging in the case of products like sandbags. Visual inspection of samples taken

from the bags and the packing WSFPP did not reveal any visual differences as¡de from

overall dimension.

It is also common practice for the manufacturers to treat the WSFPP with a surfactant to

reduce static electricity as a result of the rubbing that occurs during shipping and

handling. Tests were conducted on the WSFPP both in its original (out of the bundle)

condition, and after scrubbing the material to remove the surfactant.

3.2.3 Granular Material (Sand)

The granular material used ¡n City of Winnipeg sandbag dikes is taken from a large

esker depos¡t in the Bird's Hill area north-east of the city limits. For the purposes of this

project it is assumed that this material is representat¡ve of the sand that is used in any

g¡ven flood event.

The granular material used for the large-scale direct shear tests conducted for this

research was supplied by the Royal Military College (RMC). Two types of sand used for

test¡ng at RMC were considered; 'sweet' sand and 'medium' sand.

The granular material used in the bench-scale direct shear tests conducted for this

research was from the Bird's Hill deposit. lt was supplied by the City of Winnipeg public

works department, taken from their supply piles.
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3.2.3.1 Grain-size Analysis of Granular Material

Sieve tests were conducted on two types of RMC sand and the B¡rd's Hill sand for

comparison of their grain-size distributions. Figure 3.3 is a summary of the sieve tests.

The grain size analysis tests were conducted in general accordance with ASTM D 422 -
63 (1998). The results of the grain-size diskibution analysis of the three sands were

compared to determine whích of the RMC sands were most appropriate for the shear

and interface friction test¡ng in the large-scale direct shear box.

Based on the comparison of the sieve tests, the RMC sweet sand was chosen for the

large-scale direct shear testing. The sweet sand has a broader grain-size distribution,

the upper and lower bounds encompassing the grain-size distr¡bution of the Bird's Hill

sand.

3.2.3.2 Densification of Granular Material by Wetting

Tests were conducted on Bird's Hill sand to measure changes to volume and density

caused by wetting of samples of granular material hav¡ng an initially known volume and

density. This is of spec¡al significance with respect to sandbag structures built as

temporary flood protect¡on. These structures are built without heavy equipment, and are

only subject to the compactive effort of the people carrying and placing the sandbags. As

temporary flood protection, the principal load placed on the structures is hydrostatic. This

load is generally applied from one side at a relatively slow rate and then held for a time

before slowly dropping off. The total loading perìod may be up to four weeks, and the

structure is likeÌy to experience some precipitat¡on during this time as well.

The loss of available freeboard in sandbag structures during loading has been observed

in the field during flood events before and including 1997. This has often been attributed

to changes or inaccuracies in flood elevation predictions. However, measurements and
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observations made dur¡ng the full-scale testing program of this research indicate that

densification by wetting is a major cause of height loss in sandbag structures. This loss

of height results in the loss of the available freeboard which is necessary to keep the

dikes stable and reliable under wind and debrls loading.

The effect of densification by wetting on full-scale sandbag structures is outlined in

chapter 5 of this thesis. The following section of th¡s chapter is a description of the

bench-scale test devised to quantify the effects of densification by wetting on a volume

of sand with a known initial density.

3.2.3.2.1 Test set-up and Apparatus

The test consisted of partially fìlling a 5 gallon plastic pail with sand by pouring ¡t from a

known height. The weight of the sand was measured immediately after pouring, taking

care not to reduce the volume by vibrating or bumping the container. The volume of the

sand in the container was measured by reading the depth from the top of the container

to the sand at thirteen separate points, using a template to insure a consistent pattern

and distribution of measurement points. Holes were drilled in the bottom of the pail to

ensure free draining conditions for the tests. A piece of WSFPP was cut to fit into the

bottom of the pail to prevent grains of sand from falling through the holes. Figure 3.4 is a

photograph of the test apparatus and set-up, and Figure 3.5 is a photograph of the

template used to keep the measurements consistent.

The heights used for pouring the sand were between 77 cm and 151 cm. This resulted in

d¡fferent initial densities for comparable volumes of sand. The first test was conducted

without smoothing the surface of the sand after pouring. Measurements to the top of the

sand were made from the top of the pail at 10 locations, but these locations were

randomly chosen and could not be exactly replicated. The disparity between each of the
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ínitial measurements lead to the implementation of a plywood template fltted over the top

of the pail. The template had 13 marked measur¡ng locations ín order to improve

repeatability. ln the four subsequent tests the dry (ambient humidity of lab) sand was

also smoothed gently to ensure a more level surface for the measurements. This

combination of smoothing and the use of the template explain the differences in

densification values measured in trial one compared with trials 2 through 5.

After measuring the weight and volume of the sand, it was wetted until ponding of one

centimetre occurred over the highest point in the pail. The wetting was accomplished

using a common garden water¡ng can held so that the water was sprayed gently over the

entire surface of the sand in the pail until the sand was completely saturated with 1 cm of

water ponding on top. The watering can was consistently held at a height of 50 cm

above the surface of the sand. This was done to both minimize and regulate the amount

of densification occurring due to the initial impact of the water falling on the sand so that

this factor was constant beiween each test.

The water was allowed to drain freely unt¡l no more was observed coming out of the

holes in the bottom of the pail. The height of the sand in the pail was then recorded.

3.2.3.2.2 Summary of Densification of Granular Material by Wetting

Table 3.1 is a summary of the test data gathered in the densification tests. Figure 3.6 is

Table 3.1 - Densification of Sand by Wetting Data Summary

Test Height of Pouring (cm) Hi H1 ÂVolume (%) ¡Density (%)

1 97 lo 1O7 10.6 9.7 -9.2 10.1
77 lo 87 7.8 7.5 -3.8 4.O

77 lo 87 11.1 10.7 -4.2 4.4
4 '139 to 151 10.5 10.2 -2.7 2.8
5 97 to 107 9.3 8.9 -4.7 5.0

" No smoothino or template were used in the f¡rst test
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a plot of the change in density after weüing against the height that the sand was poured

from in tests 2 through 5.

3.2.4 Sod

There are a large variety of plants and grasses present where sandbag dikes are built in

the Red River valley. ln the interests of simplicity, Kentucky blue-grass sod was chosen

for the large-scale direct shear tests conducted for this research. This is believed to be

the most common variety of sod found locally.

3.3 Direct-Shear Experimental Program

The sandbag dike cross-section detailed in Figure 1 includes a total of six distinct

material interfaces; PES on PES, WSFPP on PES, WSFPP on WSFPP, WSFPP on

sand, PES on sod and WSFPP on sod. A test¡ng program to investigate the behaviour of

these interfaces was implemented using both a large- and bench-scale direct shear

apparatus. The large-scale direct shear apparatus allowed the testing of interfaces that

are best described as exhibiting discrete block behaviour, such as the interface between

filled sandbags and sod, as well as fìlled sandbags on filled sandbags. The bench-scale

direct shear apparatus allowed testing of saturated material interfaces. A comparìson of

duplicate tests on interfaces at both scales is presented, along with summar¡es of both

sets of tests.

3.3.1 Large-scale Direct Shear

One of the limitations in the use of traditional bench-scale direct shear apparatus is the

domination of boundary effects on the data that is produced. This effect is reduced

s¡gnif¡cantly by increasing the size of the direct shear apparatus. Another result of

increasing the size ofthe direct shear apparatus is the capac¡ty to test interfaces that are

more than two-d¡mens¡onal. These are typical in sandbag dike structures, and their
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behaviour can be described as discrete blocks moving against each other- Each surface

of the interfaces in the dikes can be tested in hvo dimensions using a direct shear

apparatus, but use of the large-scale direct shear allows the testing of full-scale

sandbags as well as surfaces with varying depth, such as sod.

3.3.1.1 Equipment Descript¡on and Calibration

The large-scale direct shear test apparatus used for the testing is a custom built device

equipped with a 1 m3 shear box that can be separated into four equal sections of 250 cm

in height, each with a plan view cross-sectional area of 1 m2. The principal shear plane

was located at the 500 cm mark, as shown in Figure 3.7.

The apparatus is mobile so that it can be transported and used on-site. lt is linked to a

custom data acquisition system to control and monitor the normal stress, horizontal

loading, vertical displacement, and horizontal displacement. The horizontal load and

stroke is provided by a 222 kN hydraulic actuator. Figure 3.8 is a photograph of the

normal loading platen in the upper half of the shear box of the apparatus.

To determine the basic friction angle and cohesion intercept of the large-scale direct

shear box in the BCGT lab, several tests were conducted at known normal stresses with

no additional shear resistance. The cohesion intercept and friction angle determined

from these tests is presented in Figure 3.9. At the t¡me when these tests were

conducted, the equipment was quite new and a calibration of the linear variable

differential transformers (lvdt) and the load cells had recently been completed in May of

2003. Due to time constraints, a verification calibration could not be conducted during

the testing period from June 9rh to the 27th. However, the apparatus was used

extensively during the summer and the results of the next calibration conducted by
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BCGT personnel following these tests confirmed the accuracy of the data presented

here.

3.3.1.2 Material Supporf & Interface Location

This was the first t¡me interface friction tests were conducted using this particular

equipment. The bulk of the volume of the bottom shear box was taken up by

constructing a cr¡b out of 4 inch by 4 inch (89 mm by 89 mm nominal cross-section)

dimensional lumber cut into 37.5 inch (95cm) lengths. Figure 3.10 is a photograph of the

crib material, layout and orientation in the bottom shear box of the large-scale direct

shear apparatus.

Sheets of 16 mm and 24 mm thick plywood were employed to hold the test materials.

They were cut to just under 100cm square in order to fit into the shear box w¡th minimal

room to move horizontally. A minimum of three sheets were used for both the top and

bottom interface supports to ensure that the interface remained relatively flat and

continuous dur¡ng tests. Figure 3.11 is a photograph of the plywood and test materials at

the interface locatìon in the large-scale direct shear apparatus. Sheet metal flashing of 1

mm nominal thickness was used as shim material to adjust the interface locat¡on so that

it was appropriate for each normal stress applied.

The sheet materials tested (PES and WSFPP) were cut inlo 47.25 inch by 47.25 inch

(1.2 m by 1.2 m) squares which were then trimmed at the corners and folded over the

top of a designated plywood sheet and stapled onto the back of that sheet. Figure 3.12

is a photograph of the PES being attached to the plywood support sheet.

The discrete block interfaces tested were filled sandbags on sod and f¡lled sandbags on

filled sandbags. A sheet of plywood was customized to accept the sod by instalìing deck
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screws in a 4" (100 mm) grid pattern, leav¡ng lhe top y4" (6 mm) of the screw head

protruding from the sheet to hold the soil at the base of the sod. Figure 3.13 is a

photograph of the sod in the bottom of the large-scale direct shear apparatus before a

test. Figure 3.14 is a photograph of filled sandbags on sod w¡th the top half of the large-

scale direct shear box removed after shearing.

3.3.1.3 Normal Load Range and Shear Rate

The normal loads used for this research were selected based on a range of sandbag

dike sizes used in previous flood protection efforts in the Red River Valley. The range of

dike heights tested at full scale in th¡s research program is from 6 to 10 feet (1.83 m to

3.05 m) at two foot (0.61 m) increments. To calculate the normal load range for the

laboratory testing, we used a minimum dike height of 4 feet (1.22 m) and a maximum of

14 feel (4.27 m). The pressure at the bottom of the bags, calculated at the centre of the

dike, using an estimated saturated weight for sand and bags of 20 kN/m3, is 24.4 kPa lot

the smaller and 85.3 kPa for the larger dike.

Based on these calculations, a normal load range of 25lo 125 kPa was selected in order

to bracket the range of operating normal stresses. Each set of the direct shear tests

were conducted at three normal stresses; namely 25, 75 and 125 kPa.

A shear rate of 5 mm/min was used in the large-scale direct shear testing, which

resulted in test durations of t hour to achieve 300 mm of horizontal displacement. As

specifìed by ASTM D 3080, this is sufficiently slow to ensure that excess pore pressures

are d¡ssipated in cases where the sand was saturated. For consistency, this rate was

used for all tests in this apparatus. .'¡.¡r
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3.3.1 .4 Testing Matrix

Table 3.2 outlines the test matrix for all interfaces and materials invest¡gated using direct

shear apparatus. The shaded cells marked with 'L' represent interfaces that were only

tested in ihe large-scale direct shear apparatus. The shaded cells marked 'B & L'

represent interfaces that were tested in both the large- and bench- scale direct shear

apparatus.

3.3.1.5 Plots of Test Data

The data gathered using the large-scale direct shear apparatus cons¡sts of horizontal

and vertical load, as well as horizontal and vertical displacement. The horizontal (shear)

and vertical (normal) loads are measured with load cells attached to the hydraulic rams

that apply the force directly to the bottom half of the shear box and the top loading

platen, respectively.

Table 3.2 - Large-scale Direct Shear Testing Matrix

Test
Materials

Dry
PES

Dry
WSFPP

Sand Sat.
PES

Sat.
WSFPP

Scrubbed
WSFPP

Sod
Filled

Sandbags

Dry
PES

B L

Dry
WSFPP

L

Sand B B

Sat,
PES

B B B

Sat,
WSFPP

B B

Scrubbed
WSFPP

B B

Sod L L L

Filled
Sandbaqs

L L
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The raw load and displacement data are converted to stress and strain units following

testing. Conversion from a load (force) unii to a stress (force/area) unit is accomplished

by dividing the measured load by the area to which it is applied. ln the case of the large-

scale direct shear apparatus, ihe area is 1.0 m2, so the load data can be read directly as

a stress in kilo-Pascals (kPa). The displacement units (mm) can be converted to

horizontal strains (%) by dividing the displacement at any given time in the test by the

initial horizontal dimension of the specimen (mm/mm).

Figures 3.15 through 3.22 are plots of the direct shear stresses against horizontal stra¡ns

at all of the applied normal stresses for each of the interfaces tested in the large-scale

direct shear apparaius. The peak strain values at each normal stress chosen for analysis

are indicâted with arrows.

3.3.2 Bench-Scale Direct Shear

Bench-scale testing was carr¡ed out in order to compare the results of the large-scale

direct shear tests with results from traditionally scaled apparatus. ln addition to the set of

comparison tests, saturated tests and tests on scrubbed WSFPP were conducted at the

bench-scale.

3.3.2.1 Equipment Description & Calibration

The bench-scale direct shear apparatus used for these tests are Wykeham-Farrance

units located in the Univers¡ty of Manitoba's geotechnical laboratories. The units are

labelled DS #1 and DS #2. Both of these systems are driven by an electric motor

through a gear-box and worm-gear driveshaft that allows a broad range of choices for

strain rate. They are equipped with a load cell capable of measuring both tensile and

compressive forces and two lvdts for horizontal and vertical displacements respectively.
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The lvdts on these units are regularly calibrated for range and accuracy by checking

their voltage output against displacements set by a standard gauge kit. The load cell is

similarly tested for range and accuracy by checking its voltage output when known

weights are applied. These instruments were calibrated before and after the bench-scale

tests to ensure the accuracy of the data throughout the tests.

3.3.2.2 Material Suppori & lnþrtace Location

The shear box used for this test¡ng with the Wykeham-Farrance units is 60 mm square in

plan, and divided into 25 mm halves. As with the large-scale apparatus, plywood was

used to support the PES and WSFPP inside the shear box. The smaller scale of the

bench-scale apparatus in comparison with the large-scale allowed the use of 6 mm

nominal thickness plywood, cut into 59 mm x 59 mm squares. Shim materials used to

provide the correct interface height were lexan, melamine, metal mesh and construction

paper.

3.3.2.3 Normal Load Range and Shear Rate

The normal load range used for the bench-scale direct shear interface testing in this

research ¡s the same as the range used in the large-scale tests. Each interface was

tested at 25, 75 and 125 kPa.

The shear rate for the bench-scale tests was scaled to correspond to the rate used in the

large-scale tests. Converting the large-scale apparatus shear rate of 5 mm/min from

displacement per time to shear strain per time yields 1.67 %/min. For the 60 mm bench-

scale shear box, using this shear strain per time means a displacement per time rate of

0.30 mm/min. Values as close to that based on set gear selections available were used

in the bench-scale tests-
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3.3.2.4 Testing Matrix

Table 3.3 is the test matrìx for interfaces investîgated using the bench-scale shear

apparatus. The shaded cells marked with 'B' represent interfaces that were only tested

in the bench-scale direct shear apparatus. The shaded cells marked 'B & L' represent

interfaces that were tested ¡n both the large- and bench- scale direct shear apparatus.

3.3.2.5 P|ots of Test Data

The data gathered using the bench-scale direct shear apparatus consists of horizontal

(shear) load, as well as horizontal and vertical displacement. The horizontal load is

measured with a load cell attached to the drive shaft that applies the force directly to the

bottom half of the shear box by mainta¡ning a constant displacement rate. The

displacement rate is set by a variety of gears and motor speeds, as mentioned in

3.3.2 1.

Table 3.3 - Bench-scale Direct Shear Testing Matrix

Test
Materials

Dry
PES

Dry
WSFPP

Sand
Sat.
PES

Sat.
WSFPP

Scrubbed
WSFPP Sod

F¡lled
Sandbaos

Dry
PES

:: :::,t

L

Dry
WSFPP

L

Sand

Sat.
PES ,*"*låä l

ffiffiïSat,
WSFPP

Scrubbed
WSFPP

Sod L L L

Filled
Sandbaqs

L L
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Figures 3.23 through 3.33 are plots of the direct shear stresses against horizontal strains

at all of the applied normal stresses for each of the interfaces tested in the bench-scale

direct shear apparatus. The peak strain values at each normal stress chosen for analysis

are indicated with arrows.

3.4 lnterface Shear Data Analysis

The stress-straín data from the large-scale and bench-scale direct shear testing was

analysed ¡n order to produce a range of Mohr-Coulomb strength parameters for each

interface tested. The parameters are a c' value in kPa, representing adhesion, or

apparent cohesion intercept, and a $'value in degrees, representing a friction angle or

angle of shearing resistance. The parameters are determined by performing a linear

regression through a set of three interface shear stresses, one for each normal stress

tested. The $' value is the angle of the slope of the linear regression and the c' value is

the positive y-axis intercept from the regression. ln cases where the y-axis intercept was

negative, the regression was forced through the origin and the c'value becomes 0. The

range of parameters for each interface includes values for peak, upper residual and

lower residual shear strength.

3.4.1 Shear and Normal Stress Data Analysis

The stress-strain plots for each interface were examined in the light of field observations

of the deformations and displacements of actual sandbag dikes under flood conditions in

order to determine the appropriate strain level to use for analysis. The peak shear

strength values were taken from the strain range from 0 to 3%. ln most cases an obvious

peak value was apparent on the plot, often in the 1 lo 1 /,o/o strain range. The upper and

lower residual strength values were taken from the strain range between 3 and 30%. For

design purposes, the peak shear strength parameters are the most relevant, since
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stra¡ns above 3% are likely to be accompanied by deformations leading to catastrophic

failures in sandbag structures in flood conditions. However, it is useful for designers to

have upper and lower residual shear strength values to compare with the peak values

for each interface as an indication of which intedace is critical and whether a different

interface will become critical under higher strains.

The normal stress versus peak shear stress plots for the large-scale interface shear

tests are presented in figures 3.34 through 3.42. The normal stress versus upper

residual shear stress plots for the large-scale interface shear tests are presented in

figures 3.43 through 3.49. The normal stress versus lower residual shear stress plots for

the large-scale interface shear tests are presented in fìgures 3.50 through 3.57. The c',

Q'and r2 values from the linear regression are shown on each plot. Summary plots for

each set of interface shear strength values are presented in f¡gures 3.58 through 3.60.

The normal stress versus peak shear stress plots for the bench-scale interface shear

tests are presented in figures 3.61 through 3.71. The normal stress versus upper

residual shear stress plots for the bench-scale ¡nterface shear tests are presented in

figures 3.72 through 3.82. The normal stress versus ìower residual shear stress plots for

the bench-scale interface shear tests are presented in figures 3.83 through 3.93. The c',

þ'and 12 values from the linear regression are shown on each plot. Summary plots for

each set of interface shear strength values are presented in figures 3.94 through 3.96.

3.4.2 Mohr-Coulomb lnterface Shear Parameter Summary

Table 3.4 is a summary of the Mohr-Coulomb interface shear parameters for the

interfaces tested in the large-scale direct shear apparatus. The shaded cells represent

interface shear tests that were conducted at both large- and bench-scales and are

directly comparable.
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Table 3.5 is a summary of the Mohr-Coulomb interface shear parameters for the

interfaces tested in the bench-scale direct shear apparatus. Again, the shaded celìs

represent interface shear tests that were conducted at both large- and bench-scales and

are directly comparable.

Table 3.4 - Mohr-Goulomb Parameter Summary for Large-Scale Direct Shear Tests

lnterface Tested
Peak Shear

Stress
Upper Residual

Shear Stress
Lower Residual

Shear Stress
c'(kPa) 0'f) c'(kPa) 0'f) c'(kPa) 0'f)

Þry'HD PES on PES 0 to J 16 3 14

Dry HD PES on WSFPP 4 '15 J 13 3 12

Dry WSFPP on WSFPP 2 19 J 18 3 16

Dry RMC Sand on WSFPP 3 26 o 25 I 24

Dry HD PES on Sod J 14 2 18 2 17

Dry WSFPP on Sod Ã 21 6 zo I 23

Dry Sandbags on Sod 22 10 ¿ó I 27

Dry Sandbags on Sandbags b 25 11 34 Õ
.)a

Table 3.5 - Mohr-Coulomb Parameter Summary for Bench-Scale Direct Shear Tests

lnterface Tested
Peak Shear

Stress
Upper Residual

SheâÌ Stress
Lower Residual

Shaâr Sfracc
c' (kPa) 0'c) c' (kPa) 0'c) c'(kPa) ò'f)

Dry CGSB PES on PES 0 10 2 8 1 I
Dry FID PES on PES 0 13 0 10 0 ll

Dry CGSB PES on WSFPP 3 14 J tl 1 11

Dry WSFPP on WSFPP 0 18 5 19 3 17

Dry BH Sand on WSFPP 0 37 3 34 c 32

Dry BH Sand on CGSB PES 10 25 o 20 o 15

Saturated CGSB PES on
ÞFS 0 12 0 11 0 10

Saturated GGSB PES on
WSFPP

'l 10 1 11 0 l0

Saturated WSFPP on
WSFPP

0 21 1 25 18

Scrubbed WSFPP on CGSB Ã 7 8 1 I
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PES
Scrubbed WSFPP on
WSFPP

0 24 J 17 2 17

3.4.2.1 Comparison of Large- and Bench-Scale Mohr-Coulomb Parameters

The Mohr-Coulomb parameters for the three sheet material interfaces calculated from

peak shear stresses in the bench-scale apparatus are noticeably lower than those

calculated from the peak shear stresses measured in the large-scale apparatus. These

are the interfaces between PES and PES, WSFPP and PES and WSFPP and WSFPP.

However, for the interface between WSFPP and granular material, the bench-scale tests

gave significantly higher values than the large-scale tests.

ln both cases the impact of boundary conditions are the most likely cause of ihe

differences between the two test scales. The bench-scale direct shear apparatus has a

perimeter to surface area ratio of 24.4 cm lo 37.21 cm2, or 0.66 cm-t. The large-scate

direct shear apparatus has a perimeter to surface area ratio of 400 cm to 10,000 cm2, or

0.04 cm-l. The result of the higher ratio for the bench-scale tests is to under-represent

the interface between sheei materials by minimising contact area and to over-represent

the strength of granular materials by providing a relatively long perimeter for grains to

lodge and stick. The reverse is true for the large-scale apparatus.

The over-estimation of shear strength for the sand on WSFPP interface in the bench-

scale tests is of signif¡cance because this is the information most likely to be used by

designers as bulk shear strength values for sandbag structures. The under-esiimation of

the sheet material interface shear strength by the bench-scale tests is also signifìcant as

it emphasizes effects of scale in the interpretation of direcfshear test results.

Assessrrenl of Sandbag D¡ke Pe¡lormance
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3.4.2.2 Sandbag and Sod lntertace Mohr-Coulomb Parameters

The ability to test interfaces with greater depth in the large-scale direct shear apparatus

provided insight into the importance of both the base conditions in a sandbag structure

as well as the discrete block behaviour of the sandbags moving against themselves

within these structures.

The interfaces between the sheet materials and the sod reveal that the PES is weaker of

the two in terms of frictional resistance. Throughout the entire strain rânge tested, the

WSFPP is stronger against itself ihan it is against sod.

The shear strengths measured in the interface test between filled sandbags and sod

were higher than between WSFPP in a sheet and sod, but lower than between WSFPP

in a sheet and sand. The interface between fiìled sandbags and filled sandbags was

comparable in strength to the interface between sheet WSFPP and sand at peak shear

stresses. However, at larger strains the sandbag on sandbag interface shear strength

increased, which is due to the tendency of the sandbags to shift and bind against each

other as they undergo increasing strains.

3.4.2.3 Saturated and Scrubbed WSFPP Mohr-Coulomb Parameters

Due io time constraints, two effects not tested in the large-scale direct shear apparatus

were saturation of the interfaces with water and the roughening of the WSFPP and

removal of the surfactant applied to the WSFPP by the manufacturer. These effects

were investigated on the PES-WSFPP and WSFPP-WSFPP interfaces in the bench-

scale dìrect shear apparatus.

The saturated PES on PES interface showed an increase in frictional strength over the

dry PES on PES interface, as did the saturated WSFPP on WSFPP interface. The

Ássessnenf o/ Sandbag D¡ke Peíormance
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saturated PES on WSFPP interface was significantly weaker than ¡ts dry counterpart.

The scrubbed WSFPP was stronger againsi itself than both the saturated and dry intact

WSFPP, but considerably weaker against PES.

3.4.2.4 Ranking the Shear Sfrengfhs of the lnterfaces in Sandbag
Sfrucfures

Table 3.6 presents the six distinct interfaces present in sandbag dikes that were listed at

the beginning of this chapter in order of increasing frictional strength as measured using

Mohr-Coulomb interface shear parameters.

Table 3.6 - Rank of lnterface Shear Strengths present in Sandbag Structures

lnterfecê Rank
PES oN WSFPP 1 lowest strenqth
PES on PES 2
PES on Sod J

WSFPP on Sod 4

iFPP on WSFPP 5
;FPP on Sand o hiohcql

Assessmenf of Sandbag D¡ke PeÍormance
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Figure 3.1 - Large-scale (1 .0 Direct Shear Apparatus at BCGT.

Figure 3.2 - Bench-scale (0.0035

Assessmenl of Sandbag D¡ke Peiormance
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Figure 3.3 - Grain-size Distribution Curves for RMC and Bird's Hill Sands.
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Figure 3.4 - Densification of Granular Materials due to Wetting Test Apparatus.
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Figure 3.5 - Plywood Template for Consistent Measurement of Distance to Sand.
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Figure 3.6 - Plot of Change in Density Against the Height of Pouring ¡n the Densif¡cation
by Wetting Tests.
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Figure 3.7 - lnterface Location on Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.

Figure 3.8 - Normal Loading Platen on Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.9 -
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Figure 3.'10 - Crib Support Material in Bottom of Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.11 - lnterface Location for PES on PES Testing in Large-scale Direct Shear
Apparatus.

Figure 3.12 - Attachment of PES to Plywood Support for lnterface Shear Testing in
Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.14 - Filled Sandbags
Apparatus.

on Sod after Shearing in Large-scale Direct

æåffiñgffiA*¡ìrt*._!ì¡,/Ì;:::, t.. r.Lìææ¡*ee4fi6så&ãêE¡Tl*r*€s;Ànt:¡q;i:i,l:
Figure 3.13 - Sod Layer ready for lnterface Shear Testing in Large-scale Direct Shear
Apparatus.
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Figure 3.15 - Large-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Dry PES and Dry PËS
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Figure 3.16 - Large-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
betvveen Dry PES and Dry WSFPP.
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Figure 3.17 - Large-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Dry WSFPP and Dry WSFPP.
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Figure 3.18 - Large-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
betvveen Dry RMC Sweet Sand and Dry WSFPP.
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Figure 3.19 - Large-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Dry PES and Unsaturated Sod
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Figure 3.20 - Large-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Dry WSFPP and Unsaturated Sod.
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Figure 3.21 - Large-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Dry Filled Sandbags and Unsaturated Sod.
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Figure 3.22 - Large-scale D¡rect Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
behveen Dry Filled Sandbags and Dry Filled Sandbags.
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Figure 3.23 - Bench-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Dry CGSB PES and Dry CGSB PES
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Figure 3.24 - Bench-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Dry HD PES and Dry HD PES.
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Figure 3.25 - Bench-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Straìn for the lnterface
between Dry CGSB PES and Dry WSFPP.
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Figure 3.26 - Bench-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Dry WSFPP and Dry WSFPP.
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Figure 3.27 - Bench-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Dry Bird's Hill Sand and Dry WSFPP
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Figure 3.28 - Bench-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Dry Bird's Hill Sand and Dry CGSB PES.
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Figure 3.29 - Bench-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Saturated CGSB PES and Saturated CGSB PES.
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Figure 3.30 - Bench-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Saturated CGSB PES and Saturated WSFPP.
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Figure 3.31 - Bench-scale Dìrect Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Saturated WSFPP and Saturated WSFPP
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Figure 3.32 - Bench-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Scrubbed WSFPP and PES.
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Figure 3.33 - Bench-scale Direct Shear Stress versus Shear Strain for the lnterface
between Scrubbed WSFPP and Scrubbed WSFPP
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Figure 3.34 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry HD PES on dry HD PES
interface tested ¡n Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.35 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry HD PES on dry WSFPP
interface tested in Large-scale Direct Sheâr Apparatus
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Figure 3.36 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry WSFPP on dry WSFPP
interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.37 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for RMC Sand on dry WSFPP
interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.38 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry HD PES on unsaturated
Sod interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Appafatus.
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Figure 3.39 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry WSFPP on unsaturated
Sod interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus
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Figure 3.40 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for filled Sandbags on
unsaturated Sod interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.41 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for filled Sandbags on filled
Sandbags interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus
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Figure 3.42 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry HD PES on dry
HD PES interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.43 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry HD PES on dry
WSFPP interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.44 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry WSFPP on dry
WSFPP interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.45 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for RMC Sand on dry
WSFPP interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.46 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry HD PES on
unsaturated Sod interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.47 - Upper Resídual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry WSFPP on
unsaturated Sod interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus
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Figure 3.48 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for filled Sandbags on
unsaturated Sod interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.49 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for filled Sandbags on
filled Sandbags interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus
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Figure 3.50 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry HD PES on dry
HD PES interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.51 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry HD PES on dry
WSFPP interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.52 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry WSFPP on dry
WSFPP interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.53 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for RMC Sand on dry
WSFPP interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.54 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry HD PES on
unsaturated Sod interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.55 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry
unsaturated Sod interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.56 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for fìlled Sandbags on
unsaturated Sod interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.57 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for filled Sandbags on
filled Sandbags interface tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus
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Figure 3.58 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress Summary for all interfaces tested
in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.59 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress Summary for all
interfaces tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.60 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress Summary for all
interfaces tested in Large-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.62 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry HD PES on dry HD PES
interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.61 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry CGSB PES on dry CGSB
PES interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.64 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry WSFPP on dry WSFPP
interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.63 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry CGSB PES on dry
WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scaìe Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.65 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry Bird's Hill Sand on dry
WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus
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Figure 3.66 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry Bird's Hill Sand on dry
CGSB PES interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.67 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Saturated CGSB PES on
Saturated CGSB PES interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.68 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Saturated CGSB PES on
Saturated WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.69 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Saturated WSFPP on
Saturated WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.70 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Scrubbed WSFPP on CGSB
PES interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.71 - Peak Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Scrubbed WSFPP on
Scrubbed WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.72 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry CGSB PES on
dry CGSB PES interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.73 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry HD PES on dry
HD PES interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.74 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry CGSB PES on
dry WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.75 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry WSFPP on dry
WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.77 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry Bird's Hill Sand
on dry CGSB PES interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3,78 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Saturated CGSB
PES on Saturated CGSB PES interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.79 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Saturated CGSB
PES on Saturated WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.80 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Saturated WSFPP
on Saturated WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.81 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Scrubbed WSFPP
on CGSB PES interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.82 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Scrubbed WSFPP
on Scrubbed WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.83 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry CGSB PES on
dry CGSB PES interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.84 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry HD PES on dry
HD PES interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.85 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry CGSB PES on
dry WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.86 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry WSFPP on dry
WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.87 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry Bird's Hill Sand
on dry WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.88 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for dry B¡rd's Hill Sand
on dry CGSB PES interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.89 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Saturated CGSB
PES on Saturated CGSB PES ínterface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.90 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Saturated CGSB
PES on Saturated WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.91 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Saturated WSFPP
on Saturated WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.92 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Scrubbed WSFPP
on CGSB PES interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.93 - Lower Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress for Scrubbed WSFPP
on Scrubbed WSFPP interface tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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Figure 3.95 - Upper Residual Shear Stress versus Normal Stress Summary for all
interfaces tested in Bench-scale Direct Shear Apparatus.
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4 Full-Scale Testing of Sandbag Dikes

4.1 lntroduction

The full-scale testing of sandbag dikes was undertaken in the summer of 2004. The

facility was built in stages beginning with modular wall panels in April, 2004. Site

preparation and erection of the flume was carried out in May and June, 2004. A grand

opening was held at the site on June 16th, with representatives of all levels of

government in attendance.

Ten tests on five dike types were carried out between July 7th and August 21st, 2004.|n

general, the testing program was a success. The requirements and milestones of the

research proposal were all met or exceeded. The terms and conditions of use of the

SmartPark property and SWRB were met, the facility has been disassembled and put

into storage and the site has been remediated.

4.2 Test Apparatus Design and Gonstruction

The fu¡l-scale test apparatus is a wooden flume 24 feel (7 .32 m) in width, 16 feet (4.88

m) in depth and 16 feet (a.88 m) in height. lt is a modular design consisiing of basic

panel units 4leel (1.22 m) wide and 16 feet (4.88 m) long. These panels are constructed

of 2 x I (39 mm x 190 mm nominal) dimension lumber framed at 1 foot (0.30 m) centres

and sheeted with two layers of %' (12.5 mm) plywood. All of the wood used in the

construction of the panels is pressure treated lumber.

The flume is open on one side, and is supported horizontally by bracing designed as a

modifìed truss system. Figure 4.1 is a plan view drawing and Figure 4.2 is an elevation

view drawing of the flume and the bracing. The truss system ¡s made of untreated SPF

dimension lumber. All of the cÕnnections in the trusses as well as the connect¡ons
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between the trusses and the walls are modified bolt connections. The majority of these

connections are between four pieces of dimension lumber across the 2 inch (39 mm

nominal) dimension. ln order to increase the stiffness and shear resistance of these

connections, the holes through the lumber are drilled at a 1.25 inch (32 mm) diameter,

w¡th a section of 1 inch (25 mm) inside diameter steel pipe inserted into the hole before

installing the 0.75 inch (19 mm) diameter bolt.

4.2.1 Pre-assembly of panels and truss bracing

The panels were partially pre-assembled in the engineering laboratories at the University

of Manitoba. One stud was left out to aid in attaching each panel to its neighbour, and

only one sheet of the %" (12.5 mm) plywood was instalìed,

Each member in the trusses for the bracing system were pre-cut and labelled for ease of

construction on site. Sections of pipe were cut to length for the modif¡ed bolt

connections.

4.2.2 Location and Construction of Flume

The full-scale testing facility was constructed on the north shore of the east storm water

retent¡on pond in SmartPark, on the south side of lnnovation Drive. Figure 4.3 is a map

of SmartPark with the project location labelled.

The site was surveyed to determine the best location for the flume. Considerations were

local slope, proximity to the pond, ihe location of electrical service and the total length of

fence that would be required to enclose the site. A development permit was obtained

from the City of Winnipeg before any work was done at the site. Natural Gas, Electricity

and Telephone utilities were contacted to determine if any of the earthworks that would
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be necessary would interfere with buried cables or gas lines. The lines were marked out

by a service person from Manitoba Hydro.

Reclaimed chain link fence from a decommissioned University of Manitoba Physical

Plant compound was used to construct a fence around the site. The fence had two

gates, one at the north-east corner and one on the south side. The fence was I feet

(2.44 m) in height and was kept locked whenever the site was unattended.

Figure 4.4 is a photograph of the trench that was prepared to anchor the walls of the

flume. The panels and truss braces were transported to site and erected as shown in

Figures 4.5 through 4.8. The truss braces were anchored to the ground via 8 ìnch by 8

inch (190 mm by 190 mm nominal) dimension lumber salvaged from Physical Plant's

supply of used parking posts.

A cahvalk was made using engineered truss joists supplied by a local wood truss

manufacturer. Along with a three-sided threaded steel rod bracing system, these joists

provided stability for the top of the flume. The joists were attached to the flume using

steel straps and deck screws to minimize deflections during loading and to provide ease

of disassembly.

A seven foot high, four foot by four foot wide wooden shed was built to provide storage

and shelter for the DiA system. The shed was equipped with a padlock for additional

security.

Figure 4.9 is a photograph of the flume with the initial sandbag dike built inside, ready for

testing.
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4.2.3 lnstrumentation

The full-scale tests are designed to mon¡tor displacements, pressures and flow through

the sandbag dike. Horizontal displacements are measured dur¡ng tests using extending

wire potentiometers. Vertical displacements are recorded by measuring selected

posilions before and after each test against benchmarks on the inside walls of the facility

as well as surveying known points outside the test facility using a total station. Pore

pressures through the dike are measured using vibrating wire piezometers. Changes in

total pressure distribution through the dike are monitored using fluid-filled pressure

plates. Seepage is monitored with a v-notch weir installed downstream of the dike.

Water depth behind the dike is measured against a benchmark painted on the inside

wall of the flume. Temperature is measured us¡ng a standard mercury thermometer.

4.2.3.1 Draw-wire Extensometers

The extending wire potentiometers used in the full-scale tests are Micro-Epsilon WPS-

MK30 models. Three measurement ranges are used, specifically: 250 mm, 500 mm and

750 mm. Figure 4.'10 is a reproduction of the manufacturer's photograph and schematic

diagram of one of the units.

The extensometers are mounted on a sheet of plywood that is attached to the top centre

of the north wall of the flume. The extensometer draw wire is run along a PVC channel

with a stop system at the end of its safe stroke distance. The draw w¡res are then

attached to metal cable which passes through a pulley mounted on a plywood plate that

can be moved to accommodate different test configurations. The metal cables are

attached to specific sandbags outfitted with grommets during dike construction by means

of an angler's leader apparatus. This confìguration provides a continuous link between

the sandbag that is being monitored for horizontal translation as well as tvvo fail-safes to
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protect the extensometer from over-extension or sudden snap back. Figures 4.11 and

4.12 are photographs of the extensometer set-up. Fourteen extensometers in total were

used; four 250 mm units, six 500 mm units and four 750 mm units.

The extensometers produce a voltage that varies with the amount that the w¡re ¡s

extended beyond the casing. The wires are spring-loaded and the signal is valid in both

d¡rections - extension and return. The extensometers are cal¡brated against a known

distance and their output voltage is read with a Campbell Scientific CR23-X data

acquisition (D/A) system. The D/A is connected to a laptop computer that records the

incoming data in a spreadsheet.

4.2.3.2 Total Station

The total station used in these tests is a Topcon GTS-6054F, owned and operated by

the Civil Engineering Department of the University of Manitoba. All of the readings were

recorded manually in a standard surveyor's field book. Figures 4.13 and 4.14 are

photographs ofthe prism and the total station being used during a test.

This survey equipment is used to measure set points on the dike face before and after

each test. This data is recorded and stored manually in a fìeld book to provide both

redundancy and a comparison for ihe observed deformations and displacements that

occur during each test.

4.2.3.3 V i b rat i n g-wi re P iez o m ete rs

The pore pressure measurements within the sandbag d¡kes are taken by vÌbrating-wire

piezometers. The 10 GeoKon 45005 models are laid out at various heights and pos¡tions

through the centre line of each sandbag dike, 9 within the dike itself, and 1 in a sheltered

position under the catwalk. The sheltered unit measures ambient atmospheric pressure
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and temperature which are used to calibrate the measurements of the piezometers

installed ¡nside the dike itself.

The output from the vibrating-wire piezometers is run through a Campbell Scientific CS-

723X multiplexer that allows all of the piezomelers to be read using a single channel of

the CR-23X D/A. Figures 4.15 and 4.16 are photographs of the piezometers, multiplexer

and D/A system.

4.2.3.4 Li q u id-f i I le d P ressure P/afes

The pressure plates used to monitor changes in total pressure under the sandbag dikes

are fluid filled metal disks connected to pressure gauges. Figure 4.17 is a photograph of

a pressure plate and gauge. Measurements from the pressure plates are read manually

from the gauges dur¡ng tests.

4.2.3.5 V-notch Weir

The v-notch weir used to measure the flow rate through each sandbag dike is a plate

aluminium weir provided by the University of Manitoba's Hydraulics Research and

Testing Facility (HRTF). It is positioned downstream of the test facility and a known width

of each sandbag dike is connected to a channel with the flume mounted at the channel's

end. The collection system is lined with PES to prevent loss of water before

measurement is completed. Figure 4.18 is a photograph of the weir and channel set-up.

Up-stream water depth measurements from the weir are taken manually dur¡ng tests.

4.2.3.6 Water Depth behind the Dike

Water depth dur¡ng each test is monitored manually from the catwalk by an operator.

Readings of depth from the base of the flume are taken along with the time. Figure 4.19

is a photograph of the scale painted onto the sides of the flume during one of the tests.
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4.2.3.7 Ambient Air Temperature

The ambient air temperature was recorded manually during each test on two standard

mercury thermometers located near the pressure plate gauges, one in the shade and

one in the sun. These measurements were compared w¡th the measurements recorded

automatically by the piezometers.

4.3 Full-scale Experimental Program

4.3.1 ïest Schedule

Table 4.1 is a schedule of all tests conducted in the full-scale testing facility. The test

designation in the r¡ght hand column groups similar/comparable structures by letter.

4.3.2 General Test Protocol

The procedure of building, ¡nstrument¡ng, measuring, filling and emptying the test facility

was refìned throughout the summer as further experience was gained. Key elements

that were common to each test run are provided in the following sections.

Table 4.1 - Tests Conducted on Sandbag Dikes in Full-scale Facility

Date Height Configuration Notes Tesf

July 7 8'(2.44m) City of Wpg 1.16 m maximum water depth A1

July 14 8' (2.44m], City of Wpg Design depth held for -40 min. A2

July 23 10'(3.05m) C¡ty of Wpg Des¡gn depth held for -1 10 min. B,I

July 28 10' (3.05m) City of Wpg Water over PES 82

August 6 6' (1.83m) City of Wpg Design depth held for -120 min. C1

August 0 6' (1.83m) City of Wpg Dike overtopped intentionally t-a

August 'l 1 6' (1.83m) No PES Dike built w¡thout PES c3

August 7 6' (1.83m) Alternative 1 :1 slope on dry side D1

August l8 6' (1.83m) Alternat¡ve 1 :1 slope dry side, no PES D2

August 21 6' (1 .83m) City of Wpg Built by volunteers E
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4.3.2.1 Dike Profile Geometry

Outlines of the dike profìle were marked on the walls of the facìlity and a line was

marked along the ground between the front and back lines on each side using surveyor's

spray marking paint. These marks helped ensure the geometry of the dike was

consistent during the placing of the bags.

4.3.2.2 Monitoring Flume Wall Movement

One 500mm extensometer was mounted on the transformer box near the data & storage

shed and attached to the back wall of the flume on the outside. The readings from this

extensometer are used to account for the deflection of the wall outward under the load of

the water.

4.3.2.3 Placement of Sandbags and PES Layer

The bags were placed and tamped by hand, one layer at a time. All bags were oriented

parallel to the long wall of the facility to simulate be¡ng placed parallel to the flow of the

flood waters as directed by the City of Winnipeg template. The PES was placed on the

ground about 2 feet (0.6'1 m) from the firsi row of sandbags on the water side of the dike.

The PES was placed under the f¡rst row of bags and subsequently interwoven into each

layer (or lift) of bags, taking care to keep the PES from being exposed on the water side.

At the same time the bags were interwoven on each side of the PES sufficiently to

mainta¡n stabil¡ty of the bags on the wet side. Three to four lifts of bags were placed on

the dry side, and then the PES was folded over and bags were placed on the wet side

up to the same level as on the dry side. At all times a minimum of one bag was

maintarned between the water and the PES. The pattern generally repeated every three

to four l¡fts where one row of bags was on the wet side of the PES, and then a lift where
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two rows of bags were on the wet side. Figure 4.20 is a photograph of PES installation

after four lifts of bags were placed ¡n one of the test dike set-ups.

4.3.2.4 lnstallationoflnternallnstrumentat¡on

The instrumentation design for each test was established on a cross-section for each

structure. The dimensions of this cross-section were generally followed during

construction of each dike. The height and width of the dike were carefully monitored

during construction and when the target he¡ght for each instrumentation layer was

reached, instruments were installed in their selected position.

Vibrating w¡re piezometers and pressure plates were installed by labelling and placing

each one in its prescribed place and then taking care that the label and connection to the

D/A system or gauge set-up was correct. Figure 4.21 is a photograph showing

installation of piezometers and pressure plates at the base level of one of the test dikes.

Extensometers were attached to individual bags which were each marked with

surveyor's paint, as shown in Figure 4.22. A metal grommet was pre-installed on each

bag in order to provide a place to attach the cable leader system for each draw-wire

extensometer, as shown in Figure 4.23.

A majority of the extensometers in each tesl were attached to bags on the dry side of the

PES. The cable leader and pulley system used for the attachment passed through the

PES for each instrument. This was accomplished by poking an 18" (0.46 m) length of

LLDPE plastic tubing (John Guest %" O.D. x 0.170" l.D. INSF 51] INSF 61] Max 230 psi

at 70o F and Max 120 psi at 150o F) through the PES and sealing the PES{ube junction

with acoustical sealant. The cable leader was then threaded through the tube and
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attached to its designated bag. Figure 4.24 is a photograph of the lowest row of bags

attached to extensometers in a typical dike set-up.

4.3.2.5 InstallationofExternallnstrumentation

A v-notch weir was installed at the end of a plywood channel lined with PES. A funnel

system made of plywood and lined with PES was installed between the dike and the

channel to direct the water into the channel. The funnel system was lined with PES to

minimize the amount of water lost to leakage and infiltration into the sod between the

outer dike face and the weir. The distance across the front of the dike captured by the

funnel system was recorded at the beginning of each test in order to be able to

accurately calculate the seepage rate per unìt length of each dike.

Gauges for the pressure plates were installed on the south end of the wall on the east

side of the flume. During testing it was observed that the readings on the gauges were

very sensitive to temperature and direct exposure to sunlight. A system of shading the

gauges and the lines running from the plates to the gauges using plywood and tarps was

developed. The shading system caused a marked reduction in the fluctuation of the

readings on the gauges. Considerable difficulty was found in trying to calibrate the

pressure plates. Following the f¡rst tests there was concern regarding how meaningful

the data was in terms of pressure magnitude. The plates still proved useful in providing

information regarding the relative increase and decrease in total pressures within each

dike dur¡ng the test and var¡ous load¡ng increments.

A total station was set up facing the facility, between the dike and the SWRB, but off to

one side so that the tripod was not directly in the line of any incidental water flowing from

the flume into the SWRB.
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Water depth readings were taken manually by an observer on the catwalk above the

dike being tested. The depth gauge on the east wall of flume was marked using the

same convention as a surveyof s rod, with its smallest increments at 10 cm (3.94").

Readings were taken at known time intervals which were coordinated with the clock on

the computer collecting the information from the D/A system at the start of each test.

4.3.3 July 7, Sloot(2.44 m) Test A1

The initial test in the facility was an I foot (2.44 m) sandbag dike built according to the

City of Winnipeg's 1997 design template. The construction of the dike and the testing

methodology followed the general protocol presented in 4.3.2, with the following

additional notes.

Dike A1 was built in two stages. The initial bag placement for the dike started in the

second week of June in order to demonstrate a cut-away detail at the facility's grand

opening. Figure 4.25 is a photograph of the first bags for the dike in the facility being

shown to some of the media and participants. Care was taken to ensure that the

geometry of the dike was not compromised by this construction method, which was not

followed in any of the other tests conducted during this research.

The piezometers, pressure plates and extensometers were installed in the dike

according to the schematic on Figure 4.26.

The initial test was a first experience in terms of determining the water tightness of the

flume as well as the input flow rate necessary to fill the test apparatus to the design

depth of water for an I foot (2.aA m) dike. Due to a low input flow rate (2" diameter fire

hose and line with a back-flow valve at the fire hydrant) and excessive leaks at the
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corners of the flume, the maximum depth achieved in the initial test was 1.16 m (3.81

feet). The design depth for an 8 foot (2.44 m) dike is 6 feet (1.83 m).

The v-notch weir installat¡on in the initial test was adequate to handle and measure the

flow rate through the S lool (2.44 m) dike, but only because the design depth of water

was not reached. lt was apparent that the channel feeding the seepage water to the weir

required widening, and this was noted for the following test. Figure 4.27 is a plot of water

depth behind the dike and flow rate through the dike against time.

Table 4.2 is a summary of the relative changes in total pressure within the dike during

test Al .

The extensometer and piezometer data from test A1 are summarised in sections in

F¡gures 4.28 through 4.33 respect¡vely, each figure summarising the data from an entire

row of instrumentation.

4.3.4 July 14,8 foot (2.44 m) Test A2

The second test in the facìl¡ty was also an I fool (2.44 m) sandbag dike built according

to the City of Wnnipeg's 1997 design template. The construction of the dike and the test

Table 4.2 - Pressure Plate Data - Total Pressure Ghanges during Test A1
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method carried out followed the general protocol presented in 4.3.2, with the foìlowing

additional notes.

The flow rate issues experienced in test A1 were dealt with by upgrad¡ng the water

delivery hose to a full 3" line and eliminating the back{low valve at the hydrant. The

ability of this set-up to deliver water proved adequate for all of the subsequent tests run

in the facility. Plumbing staff from The University of Manitoba's Physical Plant were

present during the initial loading and final unloading of the dike to assure that no

damage to the hydrant system would occur due to the sandbag dike testing actìvities.

A gap between the wall and the PES layer on the west side of the dike in test A2 was

observed at the beginning of the test.

The piezometers, pressure plates and extensometers were installed in the dike

according to the schematic on Figure 4.26.

Figure 4.34 is a plot of water depth behind the dike and flow rate through the dike

against iime. The design depth of 6 feet (1.85 m) was reached easily with the improved

flow apparatus, and the input was regulated to keep the loading between 1.8 and 2.0 m

for the majority of the test.

The channel feeding the v-notch weir was enlarged to accommodate the anticipated

increase ln flow, and this proved adequate for the flow rates in all of the subsequent

tests. The funnel system leading up to the weir was modified to allow the leakage at the

sides of the flume to pass by the weir in an effort to only measure the leakage through

the dike itself. The edges of the funnel were.¡moved 3 feet (0.9 m) in from each wall, so

that the width of dike covered was reduced from 24 feet (7.3 m) to 18 feet (5.5 m).
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Table 4.3 is a summary of the relative changes in total pressure within the dike during

test 42.

The extensometer and piezometer data from test A2 are summarised in sections in

Figures 4.35 through 4.40 respectively, each figure summarising the data from an entire

row of instrumentation.

4.3.5 July 23, 10 foot (3.05 m)Test 81

The third test in the facility was a'10 foot (3.05 m) sandbag dike built according to the

City of Winnipeg's 1997 design template. The construction of the dike and the test

method carried out followed the general protocol presented in 4.3.2, with the following

additional notes.
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The piezometers, pressure plates and extensometers were installed in the dike

according to the schematic shown in Figure 4.41 .

Figure 4.42 is a plot of water depth behind the dike and flow rate through the dike

against time. The design depth of 8 feet (2.4 m) was reached in the first 20 minutes and

the flow was mainta¡ned to keep the loading between 2.3 and 2.6 m for the majority of

the test. The funnel system feeding the v-notch weir was set at 18 feet (5.5 m) for this

test.

Table 4.4 is a summary of the relative changes in total pressure with¡n the dike during

test 81.

The extensometer and piezometer data from test B1 are summarised in sections in

Figures 4.43 through 4.47 respectively, each figure summarising the data from an entire

row of instrumentation.
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4.3.6 July 28,10 foot (3.05 m)Test 82

The fourth test in the facility was a 10 foot (3.05 m) sandbag dike built according to the

city of Winnipeg's 1997 design template. The construction of the dike and the test

method canied out followed the general protocol presented in 4.3.2, with the following

notes.

The piezometers, pressure plates and extensometers were installed in the dike

according to the schematic on Figure 4.41.

Figure 4.48 is a plot of water depth behind ihe dike against time. Test 82 was an attempt

to overtop a 10 foot (3.05 m) dike, so the flow from the hydrant was turned as high as

possible from the beginning of the test. There were no readings taken on the v-notch

weir during test 82.

Table 4.5 is a summary of the relative changes in total pressure within the dike during

test 82.

The extensometer and piezometer data from test 82 are summarised in sections in

Figures 4.49 through 4.53 respectively, each figure summarising the data from an entire

row of instrumentation.

Table 4.5 - Pressure Plate Data - Total Pressure Changes during Test 82
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4.3.7 August 6, 6 foot (1 .83 m) Test C1

The fifth test in the facility was a 6 foot (1.85 m) sandbag dike built according to the City

of Winnipeg's 1997 design template. The construction of the dike and the test method

carried out followed the general protocol presented in 4.3.2, with the following additional

notes.

The piezometers, pressure plates and extensometers were installed in the dike

according to the schematic on Figure 4.54.

Figure 4.55 is a plot of water depth behind the dike and flow rate through the dike

against time. Test C1 was a base-line test on a 6 foot (1.85 m) dike, which has a design

water depth of 4 feet (1.22 m). The water depth was maintained between 1.2 and 1.5 m

for the major¡ty of the test. The funnel system feeding the v-notch weir was set at 18 feet

(5.5 m) for this test.

Table 4.6 is a summary of the relative changes in total pressure within the dike during

test C1 .
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The extensometer and piezometer data from test C1 are summarised in sections in

Figures 4.56 through 4.60 respectively, each fÌgure summarising the data from an entire

row of instru mentatio n.

4.3,8 August 10, 6 foot (1 .83 m) Test C2

The sixth test in the facility was another 6 foot ('1.85 m) sandbag dike built according to

the City of Winnipeg's 1997 design template. The construction of the dike and the test

method carried out followed the general protocol presented in 4.3.2, with the following

additional notes.

The piezometers, pressure plates and extensometers were installed in the dike

according to the schemat¡c on Figure 4.54.

Figure 4.61 is a plot of the water depth behind the dìke and flow rate through the dike

against time. Test C2 was an overtop test, so the flow from the hydrant was turned as

high as possible from the beg¡nning of the test. The funnel system feeding the V-notch

weir was set at 18 feet (5.5 m) for this test.

Table 4.7 is a summary of the relative changes in total pressure within the dike during

test C2.

T able 4.7 - Pressure Plate Data - Total Pressure Changes during Test C2
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The extensometer and piezometer data from test C2 are summarised in sect¡ons in

figures 4.62 through 4.66 respectively, each figure summarising the data from an entire

row of instrumentation.

4.3.9 August 11, 6 foot (1 .83 m) Test C3

The seventh test in the facility was a 6 foot (1.85 m) sandbag dike built according to the

City of Wnnipeg's 1997 design template without the PES layer on the water side. The

construction of the dike and the test method carried out followed the general protocol

presented in 4.3.2, with the following additional notes.

The piezometers, pressure plates and extensometers were installed in the dike

according to the schematic on Figure 4.54.

Figure 4.67 is a plot of the water depth behind the d¡ke and flow rate through the dike

against time. Test C3 was a test on a 6 foot (1.85 m) dike without PES. The water depth

was raised at the same rate as the previous tests, but the dike was not able to sustain

the load and design depth could not be maintained during this test. The funnel system

feeding the v-notch weir was set at 18 feet (5.5 m) for this test.

Table 4.8 is a summary of the relative changes in total pressure within the dike during

test C3.

Table 4.8 - Pressure Plate Data - Total Pressure Ghanges during Test C3
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The extensometer and p¡ezometer data from test C3 are summarised in sections in

Figures 4.68 lhrough 4.72 respectively, each figure summarising the data from an entire

row of instrumentation.

4.3.10 August 17, 6 foot (1.83 m) Test D1

The eighth test in the facility was a 6 foot (1.85 m) sandbag dike built according to the

City of \Mnnipeg's 1 997 design template on the wet side, but with a 1 :1 slope on the dry

side. Other than the change to the dry side geometry, the construction of the dike and

the test method carried out followed the general protocol presented ¡n 4.3.2, with the

following additional notes.

The piezometers, pressure plates and extensometers were instalìed in the d¡ke

according to the schematic on Figure 4.73.

Figure 4.74 is a plot of the water depth behind the dike and flow rate through the dike

against time. Test D1 was a baseline test on a 6 foot ('1.85 m) dike with a modifìed

geometry. The water depth was raised to the design depth of 4 feet (1.22 m) and

maintained between 1.25 and 1.5 m during the majority of thìs test. The funnel system

feeding the v-notch weir was set at 14 feel (4.27 m) for this test.

Table 4.9 is a summary of the re¡ative changes in total pressure within the dike during

test D1 .

Table 4.9 - Pressure Plate Data - Total Pressure Changes dur¡ng Test D1
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The extensometer and piezometer data from test D1 are summar¡sed in sections in

figures 4.75 through 4.79 respectively, each figure summarising the data from an entire

row of instrumentation.

4.3.11 August 18, 6 foot (1.83 m) Test D2

The ninth test in the facility was a 6 foot (1.85 m) sandbag dike built accordìng to the City

of Winnipeg's 1 997 design template on the wet side, but with a 1 :1 slope on the dry side

and without the PES layer. Other than the change to the dry side geometry and the lack

of PES, the construction of the dike and the test method carr¡ed out followed the general

protocol presented in 4.3.2, with the following add¡t¡onal notes.

The piezometers, pressure plates and extensometers were installed in the dike

according to the schematic on Figure 4.73.

Figure 4.80 is a plot of the water depth behind the dike and flow rate through the dike

against time. Test D2 was on a 6 foot (1.85 m) dike with a modified geometry and no

PES layer. The water depth was raised to the design depth of 4 feet (1.22 m) and

maintained between 1.25 and 1.5 m during the beginning of the test, and then raised to

overtop levels for the final 213 of lhe test. The funnel system feeding the v-notch weir

was set at 14leel (4.27 m) for this test.

Table 4.10 is a summary of the relative changes in total pressure within the dike during

test D2.
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Table 4.10 - Pressure Plate Data - Total Pressure Changes during Test D2

The extensometer and piezometer data from test D2 are summarised in sections in

Figures 4.81 through 4.85 respectively, each figure summar¡sing the data from an entire

row of instrumentation.

4.3.12 August 21,6foot (1 .83 m) Test E

The eleventh and fìnal test in the facility was a 6 foot (1.85 m) sandbag dike built

according to the city of Wnnipeg's 1997 design template by a group of volunteers. The

construction of the dike and the test method carried deviated from the general protocol

presented in 4.3.2, as summarised in the following notes.

The volunteers were each given a paper copy of the City of Winnipeg's 1997 sandbag

dike template along with a 5 minute verbal summary by the research team. One of the

volunteers was appointed to act as the homeowner whose property was being protected

by the dike, and this person was charged w¡th overseeing and maintaining the quality of

the dike construction. The researchers were involved only as members of ihe lines of

people delivering bags, they did not place any bags or arrange any of the PES in the

dike. The Manitoba EMO provided a safety officer for the test.
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The piezometers, pressure plates and extensometers were installed in the d¡ke

according to the schematic on Figure 4.54. This internaì instrumentation was installed

during water breaks taken by the volunteer crew at the appropriate time intervals.

Figure 4.86 is a plot of the water depth behind the dike against time. Test E was a test

on a 6 foot (1 .85 m) dike, which has a design water depth of 4 feet (1.22 m). The water

depth was raised to the design depth and maintained between 1.25 and 1.5 m during the

beginning of the test, and then raised to overtop levels for the final 3/4 of the test. The

funnel system and v-notch weir were not set up for this test.

fah],e 4.11 is a summary of the relative changes in total pressure wlthin the dike during

test E.

The extensometer and piezometer data from test E are summar¡sed in sections in

Figures 4.87 through 4.91 respectively, each figure summarising the data from an entire

row of instrumentation.
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Figure 4.1 - Plan view Schematic of Flume show¡ng Support Systems

16'
4.88 m

2x4late¡al
bracing

Truss bracing
system

Bolted
connections

Grade

Wall Sections
trenched below

Figure 4.2 - Elevation view Schematic of Flume through North-South cross-section.

Cross-section of
'10' (3.05m)
sandbag dìke in
Flume-

grade
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'^*":^u"-u;;i

o'ù¡-

Figure 4.3 - Map of SmartPark showing location of Full-scale Testing Facility

Figure 4.4 - Completed Trench Ready for Wall Assembly (View to the East)
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Figure 4.5 - Trench, Stacked Wall Panels, Lumber Pile and Storage/Data Shed (view to
the North).

Figure 4.6 - lnit¡al four Wall Panels erected and placed in Trench (view to the North
West).
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Figwe 4.7 - North and West Wall Panels erected and placed in Trench (view to the

Figure 4.8 - East and West Truss bracing systems under construction (view to the
South).
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Figure 4.9 - Completed Flume with lnitial Sandbag Dike ready for Testing (view to the
North).

Figure 4.10 - Draw-wire Extensometers used in Full-scale Test Apparatus.
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Figure 4.11 - Extensometer Board and Pulley system mounted on Flume Wall.

li::e-$s ,-.fi:.=- ::t:ê::irri-.:ì::i-::.åJ,..':i::ãS
Figure 4.12 - Extensometer Pulley System mounted on Flume
attaching to Sandbags in Dike (not shown - foreground)

with Cables
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Figure 4.13 - Optical Survey Prism attached to base end of Survey Rod (left), and Prism
being used to Survey Points on a Sandbag Dike (right).

Figure 4.14 - Total Station being used to Survey Po¡nts on Sandbag Dike.
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Figure 4.15 - GeoKon 45005 vibrating wire piezometer, cable and case.

Figure 4.16 - CS 723X multiplexer (right) connected to CR23X l/O panel
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Figure 4.17 - Pressure Plate and Gauge

Figure 4.1 8 - V-notch Weir and Channel Operating during a Test.
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Figure 4.19 - Water Depth Measurement Gauge inside Flume during filling

Figure 4.20 - Base Sandbag courses and PES installation during 6' dike C1 test setup.
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Figue 4.21 - Photograph of Piezometer and Pressure Plate Placement at Base Level
of 6' Dikê C1

Figure 4.22 - Photograph of Filled Sandbags Marked and Grommetted for Attachment to
Extensometers.
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Extensometers

Figure 4.24 - Photograph of Bags Attached to Extensometer CableiPulley System
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Figure 4.25 - Media and Participants in Flume with initial Sandbags on Opening Day
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Figure 4.26 - Schematic of lnternal lnstrumentat¡on Placement for Group A tests.
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Figure 4.27 - Water Depth and Seepage through Dike A1 , July 7 ,2004
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Figure 4.28 - Summary of Extensometers 0.94 m above base of Dike 41, Displacement
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Figure 4.29 - Summary of Extensometers 1.4 m above base of Dike 41, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. Time, July 7 ,2004.
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Figure 4.30 - Summary of Extensometers 1.94 m above base of Dike 41, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. Time, July 7 ,2004.
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Figure 4.31 - Summary of Hydraulic Head readings by Piezometers at base of Dike 41,
Time vs. Hydraulic Head, July 7,2004.
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Figure 4.32 - Summary of Hydraulic Head readings by Piezometers 0.5 m above base
of Dike 41, T¡me vs. Hydraulic Head, July 7,2OO4.
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Figure 4.34 - Water Depth and Seepage through Dike A2 , July 14,2004
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Figure 4.35 - Summary of Extensometers 0.94 m above base of Dike A2, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. Time, July 14,2004.
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Figure 4.36 - Summary of Extensometers 1.4 m above base of Dike 42, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. Time, July 14,2004.
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Figure 4.37 - Summary of Extensometers 1.94 m above base of Dike 42, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. Time, July 14,2004.
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Figure 4.38 - Summary of Hydraulic Head readings by Piezometers at base of Dike 42,
ïime vs. Hydraulic Head, July 14,2004.
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Figure 4.39 - Summary of Hydraulic Head readings by Piezometers 0.5 m above base
of Dike 42, Time vs. Hydraulic Head, July 14, 2OO4.
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Figure 4.40 - Summary of Hydraulic Head readings by Piezometers 0.94 m above base
of Dike 42, Time vs. Hydraulic Head, July 14,2004.
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Figure 4.42 - Water Depth and Seepage through Dike 81, July 23,2OO4.
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Figure 4.44 - Summary of Extensometers 2.05 m above base of Dike 81, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. Time, July 23,2004.
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Figwe 4.47 - Summary of Hydraulic Head readings by Piezometers 1.55 m above base
of Dike 81, Time vs. Hydraulic Head, July 23,2OO4.
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Figure 4.48 - Water Depth behind Dike 82, July 28,2004
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F¡gure 4.49 - Summary of Extensometers 1.55 m above base of Dike 82, Displacement
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Figure 4.50 - Summary of Extensometers 2.05 m above base of D¡ke 82, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. Time, July 28, 2004
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Figure 4.51 - Summary of Extensometers 2.55 m above base of Dike 82, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. Time, July 28,2004.
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Figure 4.52 - Summary of Hydraulic Head readings by Piezometers 0.5 m above base
of Dike 82, Time vs. Hydraulic Head, July 28,2OO4.
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Figure 4.53 - Summary of Hydraulic Head readings by Piezometers 1,55 m above base
of Dike 82, Time vs. Hydraulic Head, July 28, 2004.
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Figure 4.54 - Schematic of lnternal lnstrumentation Placement for Group C & E tests.
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Figure 4.55 - Water Depth and Seepage through Dike C1, August 6,2004.
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Figure 4.56 - Summary of Extensometers 0.33 m above base of Dike C1, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. Time, August 6, 2004
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and Water Depth vs. Time, August 6,2004.
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Figure 4.58 - Summary of Extensometers 1.33 m above base of Dike Cl, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. T¡me, August 6, 2004.
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Figure 4.61 - Water Depth and Seepage through Dike C2, August 10,2OO4.
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Figure 4.63 - Summary of Extensometers 0.83 m above base of Dike C2, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. Time, August 10, 2004.
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Figure 4.64 - Summary of Extensometers 1.33 m above base of Dike C2, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. Time, August 10,2004
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Figure 4.65 - Summary of Hydraulic Head readings by Piezometers at base of Dike C2,
Time vs. Hydraulic Head, August 10,2004.
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Figure 4.66 - Summary of Hydraulic Head readings by Piezometers 0.83 m above the
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Figure 4.69 - Summary of Extensometers 0.83 m above base of Dike C3, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. Time, August 11, 2004.
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Figure 4.70 - Summary of Extensometers 1.33 m above base of Dike C3, Displacement
and Water Depth vs. Time, August 11,2004
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5 Discussion of Sandbag Dike Types

5.1 lntrod uction

The dikes tested in the full-scale testing facility in the summer of 2004 have been divided

into five primary groups, as presented in Table 4.1. the divisions are based on

similarities of dike height, geometry, materials used, and construction method.

Dikes in group A are eight feet in height and built by student researchers according to

the City of Wnnipeg template. Dikes in group B are ten feet in height built by student

researchers according to the City of Wnnipeg template. Dikes in group C are six feet in

height built by student researchers according to the City of Winnipeg template using the

materials recommended except that dike C3 was constructed without any PES layer.

Dikes in group D are also built six feet in height by student researchers according to a

geometry modified from the City of Winnipeg template, and dike D2 was constructed

using the same geometry without any PES. Dike E was built six feet in height by

volunteers provided with the City of Winnipeg template.

5.2 Group A Sandbag Dikes

These dikes were the f¡rst two d¡kes built in the full-scale testing facility. The height of I
feet was chosen based on the desire to select a dike that might fail according to local

expertise which suggested that an 8 foot dike was not stable at peak loading if built

according to the City of Winnipeg 1997 template. The I foot dikes required fewer bags

than the 10 foot dikes planned for subsequent testing, and therefore initial tests could be

conducted more quickly at I feet than 10 feet to get a sense of the test duration from

initial construction to decommissioning.
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5.2.1 Displacement Data from Group A Dikes

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are cross-sections of dike A1 cut through the centre of the dike with

scaled vectors showing the direction and amount of movement measured by each row of

extensometers at 87 and 171 minutes into test A1 , respectively. The direction of the

measured displacement is indicated by the point of the arrowhead in the figures. The

distance between lhe centre of the round initial posítion marker and the back vertical end

of the arrow head is the horizontal displacement measured by the extensometer

indicated. Measurements of less than 1 mm (0.04") are not shown on the figures. When

there was less than 1 mm of movement measured, the original location of the

extensometer connection is indicated and no arrowhead is drawn.

Test A1 shows little difference ¡n extensometer movement between the peak water level

of 1.16 m (3.81') at 87 minutes into the test and the final reading taken at 1.1 m (3.61') of

walet 171 minutes after the start of loading. There is movement indicated by

extensometers 500-6, 750-1 and 7 5O-2 after 171 minutes that was not measured at 87

minutes, but the 500-6 extensometer read 1 mm and both of the 750s read I mm. These

minimal movements measured at isolated positions in the dike are not considered

signifìcant for 84 minutes of loading. The measured displacement for each row of

extensometers reached equilibrium approximately '120 minutes into the test.

Figures 5.3 and 5.4 are cross-sections of dike A2 cut through the centre of the dike with

scaled vectors show¡ng the direction and amount of movement measured by each row of

extensometers at 62.5 and 75 minutes into test 42, respectively. There is a notable

difference in extensometer movement between the measurements taken at the des¡gn

water level of 1.82 m (5.97') at 62.5 minutes and the peak water level of 2.07 m (6.79') at

75 minutes into test 42. Figures 4.35 through 4.37 indicate that the measured
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displacements for each row of extensometers did not reach equilibrium during the design

loading or during the fìnal over{op loading port¡ons of the test. The displacements

measured by the extensometers at each level in the dike continued to increase during all

of the loading cond¡tions in test 42. This means that the dike did not equilibrate under

any of the loads applied, and continued to deform laterally throughout the duration of the

test. This ¡ndicates that the dike was not stable under the applied loads.

5.2.2 Deformation Data from Group A Dikes

Figure 5,5 is a compilat¡on sketch of the deformed dike shape 62.5 minutes into test A2

based on visual observations made during both tests A'l and 42, photographs taken

during the tests, as well as extensometer and survey data. Figure 5.5 clearly shows the

change in available freeboard caused by densification and deformation due to both

wetting of the bags and the overall hydraulic loading, respectively. After one hour of

load¡ng on dike 42, the freeboard has been reduced from 0.61 m (2') to 0.38 m (1 .25'), a

38% reduction.

Figures 5.6 through 5.9 are photographs of dike A2 during and after loading and the

subsequent failure.

5.2.3 Pore Pressure Data from Group A Dikes

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 are cross-sections of dike A1 cut through the centre of the dike

showing the initial posit¡ons of the vibrating wire piezometers in the dike and the

hydraulic head measured at a given water depth and time interval from the beginning of

the test. A line is drawn connecting the head levels for each row of piezometers,

providing an estimate of the pore pressure profile through the dike at that elevation.

Figure 5.1 0 shows the pore pressures present at 87 m¡nutes into test A1 , and Figure

5.1 1 shows the pore pressures at 171 minutes into the same test.
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The piezometer data for test A1 shows little difference in the hydraulic head measured

between the peak water level of 1.16 m (3.81') at 87 minutes into the test and the final

reading taken at 1.1 m (3.61') of water 171 minutes after the start of loading. Figures

4.31 through 4.33 indicate that the measured pore pressures for each row of

piezometers reached equilibrium approximately g0 minutes into the test.

Figures 5.12 and 5.13 are cross-sections of dike A2 cut through the centre of the dike

showing the initial positions of the v¡brating wire piezometers in the dike and the

hydraulic head measured at a given water depth and time interval from the beginning of

the test. Figure 5.12 shows the pore pressures present at 62.5 minutes into test 42, and

Figure 5.13 shows the pore pressures at 75 minutes ¡nto the same test.

The piezometer data for test A2 shows a noticeable difference in the hydraulic head

measured between the design water level oÍ 1.82 m (5.97') at 62.5 minutes ¡nto the test

and the reading taken at the peak water level of 2.O7 m (6.79') of water 75 minutes after

the start of loading. This indicates that the pore pressures through the dike were

increasing under the design load. Figures 4.38 through 4.40 indicate that the measured

pore pressures for each row of piezometers d¡dn't quite reach equilibrium at 60 minutes

into the test under the design load, and that they were increasing significantly when the

dike was loaded to nearly over-top conditions at 75 minutes. Again, the indication is that

the pore pressures were increasing and therefore the stab¡lity of the d¡ke was decreasing

nominally under the design load and significantly under the overtop load.

5.2.4 Seepage Data from Group A Dikes

Figures 4.27 and 4.34 superimpose the seepage rate per metre width and the water

depth behind dikes A1 and A2 against time for tests A1 and A2 respectively. Figurc 4.27

shows that seepage through dike A1 equilìbrated to the loading rate about 80 m¡nutes
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into the test. Figure 4,34 shows that the seepage through dike A2 continued to increase

throughout the test, both at ihe design load of 1.82 m (5.97') and the peak load of 2.07 m

(6.7e').

5.2.5 Summary of data from Group A Dikes

All of the data and visual observations during test A2 indicate that an 8' (2.44 rn)

sandbag dike built according to the C¡ty of Winnipeg 1997 template are not entirely

stable at design loading levels of 6' (1.85 m). Both the sets of internal instruments

showed increasing deformation and pore pressures under constant load. The geometry

of the dike changed during loading due to densification by wetting and hydraulic

pressures due to both the hydrostatic load and the reduced friction caused by flow

through the dike. The seepage through the dike continued to increase throughout

loading in test 42.

5.3 Group B Sandbag Díkes

These dìkes were the second set of dikes built in the full-scale testing fac¡lity. The height

of 10 feet was chosen in part to verify the first set of test findings that an 8 foot dike was

not entirely stable according to the City of Wnnipeg lggT template. The 10 foot dike

tests are approaching the height of the tallest sandbag dikes built and relied on in the

flood of 1997. lt is ímportant to note that most observed sandbag dikes built to more than

I feet ¡n 1997 did not fo¡low the City of Wnnipeg template, but were generally more

robust, using more bags than would have been required to follow the template, or were

buttressed on the dry side with additional sandbags at regular intervals in order to

support the loads anticipated at the crest level during the flood event (Doug McNeil,

personal communication, June 2003).
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5.3.1 Displacement Data from Group B Dikes

Figures 5.14, 5.'15 and 5.16 are cross-sections of dike B1 cut through the centre of the

dike with scaled vectors showing the direction and amount of movement measured by

each row of extensometers at 94, 100 and 209 minutes ¡nto test 81, respectively. The

direction of the measured dísplacement is indicated by the point of the anowhead in the

figures.

There is a noticeable increase in horizontal deformation of dike 81 in the 6 minutes

between the end of 60 minutes of design depth loading (88 minutes into the test) at 2.44

m (8.0') and the peak water depth o'f 2.64 m (8.66') 94 minutes into the test. Figures 4.43

through 4.45 show the extensometer readings for test 81 equilibrating at the 250 level

(1.55 m or 5.09' above the base of the dike) and increasing at the 500 and 750 levels

(2.05 m (6.73') and 2.55 m (8.37') above the base of the dike, respectively) during

design water depth loading. During peak water loading, all levels of instrumentation

recorded motion that increased under steady hydraulic conditions. The extensometers

recorded further deformation throughout unloading, suggesting that at this point the

overall structure behaved with plastic rather than elastic behaviour. The strains that the

overall structure had undergone under the hydraulic load had become permanent and

that rather than recovering from the lateral deformations and rebounding even partially,

the dike continued to deform even while ihe external load was being decreased.

Figures 5.'17, 5.18 and 5.19 are cross-sections of dike 82 cut through the centre of the

dike with scaled vectors showing the direction and amount of movement measured by

each row of the extensometers at 33, 37 and 58 minutes into test 82, respectively. The

direction of the measured displacement is indicated by the point of the anowhead in the

figures.
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There is a considerable increase in horizontal deformation of dike 82 in the 4 minutes

between the peak loading depth (33 minutes into the test) of 2.68 m (8.79') and the

water depth ol 2.48 m (8.14') just after failure caused by the peak load. Figures 4.49

through 4.51 indicate the extensometer readings for test 82 increasing at all levels

during all hydraulic loading. As in test 81, the extensometers recorded further

deformation throughout unloading, suggesting plastic rather than elastic behaviour.

5.3.2 Deformation Data from Group B Dikes

Figure 5.20 is a compilatìon sketch of the deformed dike shape 37 minutes ¡nto test 82

based on visual observat¡ons made during both tests 81 and 82, photographs taken

during the tests, as well as extensometer and survey data. Figure 5.20 clearly shows the

change in available freeboard caused by densification and deformation due to both

wetting of the bags and the overall hydraulic loading, respectively. After 37 minutes of

loading, the freeboard has been reduced from 0.61 m (2') to 0.3 m (1.0'), a 50%

reduction.

Figures 5.21 through 5.23 are photographs of dike 82 during and after loading.

5.3.3 Pore Pressure Data from Group B Dikes

Figures 5.24, 5.25 and 5.26 are cross-sections of dike B1 cut through the centre of the

dike showing the initial positions of the vibrat¡ng w¡re piezometers in the dike and the

hydraulic head measured at a given water depth and time interval from the beginning of

the test. Figure 5.24 shows the pore pressures present at 94 minutes into test 81, Figure

5.25 shows the pore pressures at 100 minutes, and Figure 5.26 shows the pore

pressures at 126 minutes.
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The piezometer data for test B1 shows some difference in the hydraulic head measured

between the design water level ol 2.44 m (8.0') at 94 m¡nutes into the test and the peak

water depth reading of 2,64 m (8.66') 6 minutes later. F¡gure 5.26 shows that the pore

pressures in the dike increased further under sustained above design loading of 2.58 m

(8.46'). Figures 4.46 and 4.47 show a slow but steady increase in measured pore

pressures for both rows of piezometers throughout the test.

Figures 5.27, 5.28 and 5.29 are cross-sections of dike 82 cut through the centre of the

dike showing the ¡nitial positions of the vibrating wire piezometers in the dike and the

hydraulic head measured at a given water depth and time interval from the beginning of

the test. Figure 5.27 shows the pore pressures present 33 minutes into test 82, Figure

5.28 shows the pore pressures at 37 minutes, and Figure 5.29 shows the pore pressures

at 58 minutes.

The piezometer data for test 82 shows significant d¡fference in the hydraulic head

measured between the peak water level of 2.68 m (8.79') at 33 mínutes tnto the test and

the post-failure water depth reading of 2.48 m (8.14') 4 minutes |ater. Figure 5.29 shows

that the pore pressures in the dike remained above atmospheric during unloading.

F¡gures 4.52 and 4.53 show a steady increase in measured pore pressures for both rows

of piezometers ihroughout the loading portion of the test.

5.3.4 Seepage Data from Group B Dikes

Seepage through dike 81, as shown in Figure 4.42, increased for the first 75 minutes of

loading, then levelled off during the remainder of the test, decreasing during unloading.

Unfortunately there were no seepage readings taken during test 82.
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5.3.5 Summary of Data from Group B Dikes

The increase in horizontal deformation across the upper portion of dike B1 throughout

the test indicates that the dike was not stable under design loading. Similarly the steady

rate of horizontal deformation throughout the loading and unloadíng of dike 82 show that

the 10'(3.05 m) dike was not able to sustain ¡t's 8' (2.44 m) hydrostatic design load.

The corresponding jump in pore pressures and considerable horizontal deformation at

the peak loading depth of 2.68 m (8.79') at 33 minutes into test 82 indicate a strong

correlal¡on between the two. The group B tests show that increased pore pressures

inside the dikes lead to decreased stability of the dikes overall.

As with the group A tests, all of the data and visual observations during tests B'1 and 82

indicate that a 10' (3.05 m) sandbag dike built according to the City of Winnipeg 1997

template is not stable at design loading levels of 8' (2.44 m). Both the sets of internal

instruments showed increasing deformation and pore pressures under constant load.

The geometry of the dike changed durlng loading due to densification by wetting and

hydraulic pressures due to both the hydrostatic load and the reduced frictìon caused by

flow through the dike. The seepage through the dike equilibrated during design depth

loading in test 81, and no seepage data is available from test 82.

5.4 Group G Sandbag Dikes

This set of 6 foot (1.85 m) dikes were bui¡t and tested after recognising the relative

instability of 8 and 10 foot dikes bu¡lt according to the City of Wnnipeg 1997 template.

The height of 6 feet was chosen after discussion with the project's steering committee.

The 6 foot dikes require significantly less bags than the I or 10 foot dikes and therefore

more tests could be completed while the facility was in operation. The height of 6 feet is
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close to the limit that was felt to be practical w¡th the 1997 template geometry, and tests

on this height of dike should prove to be very useful for future flood protection efforts.

Dike C1 and C2 were built in conformance with the 1997 template, and were loaded to

design depth and over-top depth, respectively. D¡ke C3 was built with the same

geometry as C1 and C2, but without the PES layer to prevent flow through the structure.

Dike C3 was tested in the same manner as dike C1, but did not reach design depth for

any sustained period of time.

5.4.1 Displacement Data from Group C Dikes

Figures 5.30 through 5.32 are cross-sections of dike C1 cut through the centre of the

dike with scaled vectors showing the direction and magnitude amount of movement

measured by each row of extensometers at 99, 137.5 and 154 minutes into test C1

respectively.

Every extensometer read less than 1" (25 mm) of movement after 70 minutes of design

depth loading in test C1. After ¡ncreasing the hydraulic loading to a peak level of 1.74 m

(5.7f ') 38 minutes later, only the three outermost extensometers in the top row

registered movement over 1" (25 mm). The extensometers did register a slight reduction

of horizontal deformation during and after unloading. Figures 4.56 through 4.58 show the

extensometer readings equilibrating at all levels within the dìke and at all hydraulic loads

applied in test C1.

Figures 5.33 and 5.34 are cross-sections of dike C2 cut through the centre of the dike

with scaled vectors showing the direction and amount of movement measured by each

row of extensometers at 35 and 43 minutes into test C2.
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At a peak depth of 1.77 m (5.81') 35 minutes into the test, there was less than 1" (25

mm) of movement recorded by each extensometer except the outermost one at the

highest elevation within the dike. There was very little change in the extensometer

readings at 43 minutes into the test, following 30 minutes at over-topping load levels,

Figures 4.56 through 4.58 show the extensometer readings equilibrating during all

loading conditions in test C2.

Figures 5.35 and 5.36 are cross-sections of dike C3 cut through the centre of the dike

w¡th scaled vectors showing the direction and amount of movement measured by each

row of extensometers at 25 and 36 minutes into test C3.

Due to excessive lateral and vertical deformation of Dike C3 during loading, the peak

water level reached was 1.49 m (4.89'), at 25 minutes into the test. At this point in time,

lateral deformations of well over 2" (50 mm) were observed at both of the upper levels of

extensometers. Shortly after this, dike C3 failed dramat¡cally and e)densometer readings

36 minutes after the beginning of the test and at a water depth of 0.41 m (1.35') show

considerable movement in the horizontal direction.

Extensometer 500-6 is particularly notable, showing a movement toward the water at 25

minutes into the test and then movement away from the load at 36 mìnutes. The initial

movement toward the water load at this point in the dike is likely due to vert¡cal

deformations at higher levels in the structure causing spreading below. This movement

was overcome and reversed by the flow through the dike which was unimpeded due to

the lack of PES. Figures 4.68 through 4.70 show that the extensometer readings never

equilibrated during test C3, increasing during loading at all levels.
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5.4.2 Deformation Data from Group C Dikes

Figures 5.37 and 5.38 are compilation sketches of the deformed dike shape 43 minutes

into test C2 and 27 minutes into test C3 based on visual observations made during tests

C1, C2 and C3, photographs taken during the tests, as well as extensometer and survey

data. Both figures clearly show the change in available freeboard caused by

densification and deformation due to both wetting of the bags and the overall hydraulic

loading. ln test C2 after 43 minutes of loading, the freeboard has been reduced from

0,61 m (2') to 0.5 m (1.64'), a 17% reduction. ln test C3 after 27 minutes of loading, the

freeboard has been reduced to 0.23 m (0.75 m), a 62% reduction.

Figures 5.39 through 5.43 are photographs of dikes C1, C2 and C3 during and after

loading.

5.4.3 Pore Pressure Data from Group C Dikes

Figures 5.44 through 5.46 are cross-sections of d¡ke Cl cut through the centre of the

dike showing the initial positions of the vibrating wire piezometers in the dike and the

hydraulic head measured at a given water depth and time interval from the beginnìng of

the test. Figure 5,44 shows the pore pressures present at 99 minutes into test C1, Figure

5.45 shows the pore pressures at 137,5 minutes, and Figure 5.46 shows the pore

pressures at 154 mínutes.

The piezometer data for test C1 shows a small difference in the hydraulic head

measured between the peak water level of 1.74 m (5.71') at 137.5 minutes into the test

and the design water depth reading of 1.29 m $.23') 38 minutes earlier. Figure 5.46

shows that the pore pressures in the dike did not change significantly after 15 minutes of

loading at well above design depth levels, Figures 4.59 and 4.60 show the measured
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pore pressures for both rows of piezometers equìlibrating at each loading stage of the

test.

Figures 5.47 and 5.48 are cross-sections of dike C2 cut through the centre of the dike

showing the initial positions of the vibrating wire piezometers in the dike and the

hydraulic head measured at a given water depth and time interval from the beginning of

the test. Figure 5.47 shows ihe pore pressures present at 35 minutes into test C2, and

Figure 5.48 shows the pore pressures at 43 minutes.

The piezometer data for test C2 shows no significant difference in the hydraulic head

measured between the peak water level of 1.77 m (5.81') at 35 minutes into the test and

the water depth read¡ng of 1.75 m (5.7 4') 8 minutes later, after 30 minutes of over-

topping. Figures 4.65 and 4.66 show the pore pressures in the dike equilibrate during

loading at overlopping levels.

Figures 5.49 and 5.50 are cross-sections of dike C3 cut through the centre of the díke

showing the ìnitial positìons of the vibrating wire piezometers in the dike and the

hydraulic head measured at a given water depth and time interval from the beginning of

the test. Figure 5.49 shows the pore pressures present at 25 minutes into test C3, and

Figure 5.50 shows the pore pressures at 36 minutes.

The piezometer data for test C3 shows a head profile that exits the dike well above

grade on the non-loading side. Figures 4.71 and 4.72 indicate that the pore pressures in

the dike did not equilibrate during loading. Figure 5.50 shows that the pressures in the

dike did not dissipate immediately upon unloading, remaining almost 0.2 m (0.66') above

the load water depth at 36 minutes ¡nto the test.
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5.4.4 Seepage Data from Group C Dikes

Figures 4.55, 4.61 and 4.67 show the seepage rates with time through dikes C1, C2 and

C3 respectively. The seepage rate in test Cl reached equilibrium at both design depth

loading and at over-design depth loading. The seepage rate in test C2 stopped

increasing during over{op loading. ln test C3, the seepage rate continued to increase

throughout the test, primarily due to the catastrophic failure of the dike and resulting

deluge of water past the weir.

5.4.5 Summary of Data from Group G Dikes

Horizontal deformation data from tests C1 and C2 indicate that these dikes are relatively

stable under both design and over-top loading conditions. The hor¡zontal data from test

C3 indicates that when the PES layer is removed from the dike the 6 foot dike is

unstable.

The deformed shapes of dikes C2 and C3 show the relationship between deformation

behaviour of a sandbag dike and pore pressure distributíon w¡thin the same structure.

Dike C2 did not deform sign¡fìcantly, even under over-topping load condit¡ons. Dike C3

deformed catastrophically before reaching over{op load cond¡tions.

Pore pressure distributions through dikes C1 and C2 show an equilibrium being reached

at steady load conditions, both at the design and over{op water levels. The pore

pressure distribution in dike C3 increased throughout loading and did not equilibrate due

to failure of the dike.

The difference between the deformed profìles of dikes C2 and C3 is a further indication

of the result of removing the PES layer on both the horizontal and vertical stability of the

structure. Dike C3 deformed excessively under design load, failing catastrophically in
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less than an hour from the start of the test. Dike C2 did not deform excessively and

remained dimensionally stable under all loading conditions.

Seepage data from group C dikes give an indication of the kind of values that can be

expected for stable and instable sandbag structures.

5.5 Group D Sandbag Dikes

These 6 foot (1.85 m) dikes were built as a direct result of discussions with the project's

steering committee regarding the need to test alternative dike geometries. The change in

geometry was minimal, simply making the dry side slope 1:1 instead of 2:1 (rise : run).

The data from these tests is useful in terms of quantifying the change in stability and

seepage rates for a known volume of sandbags and also because it represents possible

results for modificat¡ons made to a dike after flood waters are already present on the wet

side. Dike D1 was built with a PES layer and dike D2 was not.

5.5.1 Displacement Data from Group D Dikes

Figures 5.51 through 5.53 are cross-sections of dike D1 cut through the centre of the

dike with scaled vectors show¡ng the direction and amount of movement measured by

each row of the extensometers at 65, 75 and 100 minutes into test D1, respectively.

The horizontal displacement was minimal at each level monitored by the extensometers

in ihis test at all depths of loading. Four of the extensometers, iwo at the lowest

elevation and one each at the two higher levels, did not record any significant movement

in the dike after 50 minutes of loading at just above design depth 1.49 m (4.89').

Displacements remained below 1" (25 mm) at all recorded points throughout the test,

even at over-top load conditions. There was no further deformation during the unloading

portion of the test.
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Figures 5.54 through 5.56 are cross-sections of dike D2 cut through the centre of the

dike with scaled vectors show¡ng the direction and amount of movement measured by

each row ofthe extensometers at 30, 60 and 70 minutes into test D2, respectively.

Figure 5.54 shows d¡splacements recorded by the extensometers after 20 minutes of

loading at the design water depth for dike D2. As with dike C3, it is notable that the

extensometers closest to the wet side of the dike recorded movement toward the load

rather than away from it like the other extensometers in the dike. However, unlike dike

C3, dike D2 stabilized under design load. After extensometer readings equilibrated, the

water load was increased to approximately 1.65 m and held there for 30 minutes. This

load level increased displacements throughout the dike, including the reversal of the

upper extensometer that had originally recorded movement toward the water. Again,

dike D2 stabilized under this load. Figures 4.81 through 4.83 show the extensometer

measurements equilibrating for each loading condition in the test.

5.5.2 Deformation Data from Group D Dikes

Figure 5.57 is a compilation sketch of the deformed dike shape 70 minutes into test D2

based on visual observations made during both tests D1 and D2, photographs taken

during the tests, as well as extensometer and survey data. Figure 5.57 clearly shows the

change in available freeboard caused by densifìcation and deformation due to both

wetting of the bags and the overall hydraulic loading, respectively. After 70 minutes of

loading, the freeboard has been reduced from 0.61 m (2') to 0.43 m (1.41'), a 3Oo/o

reduction.

Figures 5.58 through 5.61 are photographs of dikes D1 and D2 during and after loading.
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5.5.3 Pore Pressure Data from Group D Dikes

Figures 5.62 through 5.64 are cross-sections of dike D1 cut through the centre of the

dike showing the initial positions of the vibrat¡ng wire piezometers in the dike and the

hydraulic head measured at a given water depth and time interval from the beginning of

the test. Figure 5.62 shows the pore pressures present at 65 minutes into test D1, Figure

5.63 shows the pore pressures at 75 minutes, and Figure 5.64 shows the pore pressures

at 100 minutes.

The piezometer data for test D1 show a small difference in the hydraulic head measured

between the peak water level of '1.85 m (6.07') at 75 minutes into the lest and the above

design water depth reading of 1.49 m (4.89') 10 minutes earlier. Figure 5.62 shows that

the pore pressures in the dike did not change significantly after 50 mínutes of loading at

well above design depth levels. Figures 4.78 and 4.79 show the measured pore

pressures for both rows of piezometers equil¡brating at each loading stage of the test.

Figures 5.65 through 5.67 are cross-sections of dike D2 cut through the centre of the

dike showing the initial positions of the vibrating wire piezometers in the dike and the

hydraulic head measured at a given water depth and tíme interval from the beginning of

the test. Figure 5.65 shows the pore pressures present at 30 minutes into test D2, Figure

5.66 shows the pore pressures at 60 minutes, and Figure 5.67 shows the pore pressures

at 70 minutes.

There is a notable difference in the pore pressure distribution through the dike at design

and peak water levels. The pore pressure distribution did stabilize at sustained loading

well above the design depth, as demonstrated in the lack of change between Figures

5.66 and 5.67. Figures 4.84 and 4.85 show the piezometer readings equilibrating at both

elevations at each load level durlng test D2.
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5.5.4 Seepage Data from Group D Dikes

Figures 4.74 and 4.80 show the seepage rates with time through dikes D1 and dike D2.

The seepage rate in test D1 reached equilibrium at both design depth loading and at

over-design depth loading. The seepage rate in test D2 also stopped increasing during

both design and over{op loading, although at a notably higher quantity than in test D1.

5.5.5 Summary of Data from Group D Dikes

Horizontal deformation data from tests D1 and D2 indicate that these dikes are stâble

under both design and over{op loading conditions. The horizontal data from test D2

indicates that stability can be achieved even when the PES layer is removed from the

dike.

The deformed shape of dike D2 show the relationship between deformation behaviour of

a sandbag dike and pore pressure distribution within the same structure. Dike D2 did noi

deform catastrophically, even under above design load conditions.

Pore pressure distributions through dìkes D1 and D2 show an equilibrium being reached

at steady load conditions, both at the design and above design water levels.

Seepage data from group D dikes give an indicatlon of the kind of values that can be

expected for stable sandbag structures with and without PES.

5.6 Group E Sandbag Dike

This 6 foot (1.85 m) dike was built as a d¡rect result of discussions with the project's

steering committee regarding the need to test dike construction quality. A group of

volunteers from the community were sol¡cited to attend the University of Manitoba on

August 21, 2004 for the purposes of building a sandbag dike to be tested at the Sandbag

Structures Research Facility in SmartPark. The volunteers were given a brief verbal
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summary of the task before them as well as copies of the City of Winnipeg's 1997

sandbag dike design template. They were instructed to agree on a strategy for building

the dike and to implement it under the supervision of an appo¡nted volunteer who was to

represent the potential homeowner whose home was to be protected by the dike. The

researchers assisted the dike building activity only by helping to move bags from the

stockpile to the volunteers plac¡ng the bags.

lnstrumentat¡on was installed in the dike at the same locations as in the dikes in group

C. The ¡nstallation periods were taken as time for the volunteers to get a drink of water

and a break from the construction work. The entire exercise was supervised by a

Manitoba EMO officer who acted as a safety officer for the activ¡ty.

There were several notable differences in the construction technique employed by the

volunteers in comparison with the researchers. The volunteers did not interpret the 1997

template in the same way as the researchers. They placed bags at directions both

parallel and perpendicular to the s¡mulated flow in the flume.

The number of bags used in the volunteer dike appeared to be considerably less than

the number used in the researcher built dikes. The relative number of bags used was

determined by visual inspection of the stockpiles before and after the dikes were

constructed. Although there is no numerical data to support this assertion, it is the

opinion of the author that the volunteer built dike E was either of lower overall density or

lower overall volume than the dikes built by the researchers.

The volunteers also used considerably more PES by weaving it excessively between the

bags at the weUdry interface in the dike. For the C1 and C2 dikes, which are the closest

in comparison w¡th the E dike, the researchers used one sheet of PES, therefore limiting
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the horizontal joints in the d¡ke to one at the base and one at the top. The volunteers

used three sheets of PES in the construction of dike E, creating two additional horizontal

joints in the dike.

5.6.1 Displacement Data from the Group E Dike

Figures 5.68 through 5.70 are cross-sections of dike E cut through the centre of the dike

with scaled vectors showing the direction and amount of movement measured by each

row of the extensometers at 45, 55 and 63 minutes into test E, respectively.

At a peak depth of 1.81 m (5.94') 45 minutes into the test, there was more than 3" (75

mm) of movement recorded by extensometers at each elevation within the dike. There

was a noticeable change in ihe extensometer readings at 55 minutes into the test,

following 30 minutes at above design load levels. Figures 4.87 through 4.89 show the

extensometer readings increasing during all loading conditions in test E.

5.6.2 Deformation Data from the Group E Dike

Figure 5.71 is a compilation sketch of the deformed dike shape 55 minutes into test E

based on visual observations and photographs taken during the tests, as well as

extensometer and survey data. Figure 5.71 clearly shows the change in available

freeboard caused by densification and deformation due to both wetting of the bags and

the overall hydraulic loading, respectively. After 55 minutes of loading, the freeboard has

been reduced from 0.61 m (2') to 0.56 m (1.83'), an 87o reduction.

Figures 5.72 and 5.73 are photographs of dike E during construct¡on and when the

structure is ready for loading.
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5.6.3 Pore Pressure Data from the Group E Dike

Figures 5.74 through 5.76 are cross-sections of dike E cut through the centre of the dike

with scaled vectors showing the direction and amount of movement measured by each

row of the extensometers at 45, 55 and 63 minutes into test E, respectively.

There is a measured increase in the overall head indicated by the pore pressure

distribution through the dike at sustained above design water levels. The pore pressure

distribution did not stabilize during this sustained loading. Figures 4.90 and 4.91 show

the piezometer readings increasing at the base of the dike throughout test E. The

piezometers installed 0.83 m (2.72') above the base of the d¡ke on the dry side of the

PES did not record any increase in pore pressure above atmospheric during the test.

5.6.4 Seepage Data from the Group E Dike

No seepage readings taken during test E, due to local stockpiling of the bags to

minimize volunteer efforts for building the dike.

5.6.5 Summary of Data from the Group E Dike

Horizontal deformation data from test E indicates that this dike was relatively unstable

under above design loading conditions. The horizontal data from test E indicates that

this dike continued to deform under steady loading conditions.

The deformed shape of dike E shows one of the variations of construction quality on a

sandbag dike. Bags were witnessed falling off of the dry face of the dike during

deformation under load, and the dike moved laterally significantly. Vertical deformation

was not observed to the same extent in dike E as it was in earlier 6' (1 .85 m) dikes

tested in this research. This is probably due to the number of people working on the dike

during construction, provìding more compactive effort per unit area than in the dikes built
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by the student researchers. lt follows from this data and the previous observat¡on that

fewer bags were used in the volunteer built dike that the overall volume of the volunteer

built dike was less than the volume of the researcher built dike of the same height and

geometry.

Pore pressure distributions through dike E show a steady increase in flow through the

dike under steady load condilions, both at the design and above design water levels.

The pore pressure distribution in dike E increased throughout loading and did not

equilibrate before the test was ended. This increase in seepage is partially due to the

presence of two horizontal joints in the PES layer between the top and bottom of the wet

side of the dike. The or¡entation of the some of the bags perpendicular to the water also

contributed to the overall conductivity of the dike.

5.7 Summary of Seepage Data

Figure 5.77 is a ranking of the bulk conduct¡vity per metre of dike for 10 of the structures

tested. The seepage rate is dependent on the height of the dike and the depth of

loading, and is strongly influenced by the presence or absence of a PES layer as well as

the quality of the dike construct¡on. ln general, removing the PES layer causes the

largest increase in bulk conductivity through the dikes as tested. The next most

important factor is the depth of loading, followed by the overall height of the dike.

This ranking is presented in the discussion for interest sake only, as the elements of

each test that affected seepage measurements were not controlled enough for an

accurate comparison of all of the structures against each other. The bulk conductivity

rates presented are appropriate for estimating relative pumping rates between dikes of

different heights and construction materials and/or quality. These numbers should not be

used as absolute conductivity values as the durations of the tests performed are
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considerably shorter than the duration of an actual flood event and the long{erm

seepage characteristics of sandbag slructures are still unquanlifìed.
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Figure 5.1 - Displacement of A1 Extensometers at Peak Water Level
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Figure 5.2 - Displacemenl of A1 Extensometers just before emptying Flume.
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Figure 5.3 - Displacement of A2 Extensometers after 30 minutes at Design Water Level.
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Figure 5.4 - Displacement of A2 Extensometers at Peak Water Level
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July 14,2004 - I' d¡ke test A2
Water Depth - 1.82 m
Time - 62.5 minutes

Figure 5.5 - Dike A2 at Centre-line after 30 min at Water Level.

Figure 5.6 -
Dike 42.
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Figure 5.7 - Dike A2 Failing at Overtop Loading.

Figure 5.8 - Final Profile of Dike A2 against West
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Figure 5,9 - Gap Between Sandbags Observed Dur¡ng Exhumation of Dike A2

July 7 ,2004 - I' d¡ke test A1

Water Depth - 1.16 m
Time - 87 m¡nutes
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Figure 5.10 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike A1 at Peak Water Depth.
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July 7,2004 - I'dike test A1

Water Depth - 1.1 m

Time - 171 minutes

,.1-
I
I

Figure 5.'l I - Measured Pressure Head through Dike A1 before Emptying Flume.

July '14,2OO4 - I' dike test A2
Water Depth - 1.82 m

Time - 62.5 minutes

oisiãn.ê ãoôss oike (m)

F¡gure 5.12 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike A2 at Design Water Depth.
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July 14, 2004 - I'dike test A2
Water Depth - 2.07 m
Time - 75 minutes

Figure 5.13 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike A2 at Peak Water Depth.

E lndl€þs inllial pos lion of 75O ènêñsonelers.

A Ìndieiesinirìarposiìionol500ext€nsometêrs.

O lndiær€srniriålpositon.l250extênsometeß'

-< lnd ælès dn*Ùon oldisplácemeni

'No ãrowindi€tes <1mm dÈptãøenl

July 23,2004 -'10' dike test 81
Water Depth - 2.44 m
T¡me - 94 m¡nutes

F¡gure 5.14 - Displacement of B1 Extensometers at Design Water Level
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E tnd €les in ûalpostion of750 efensoßrers'

A lndiÉles¡niljalposilionof500erènsomèlèrs'

e lidjælês iniÙålposilio^ ô1250 ext€ñsomlèß'

-< lndisles dtecüon otdisplaæmenl

'No arNindl€le3 <lm displãæmèñr

July 23,2OO4 - 10' d¡ke test 81
Water Depth - 2.64 m
Time - 100 minutes

Figure 5.1 5 - Displacement of 81 Extensometers at Peak Water Level.

È lndi*res iniliàlp.sitjon oi750 enensomeþß'

A lñdiælèsinhlãlp.silionolS0Oenensoæleß'

O lndicåles iniúál pos lion o1250 éleôsoneì€ß'

< lñdlÈlesdnêdion.ldisplã¿êñeñl

' No âdowindiølês <lmdispraeft nl

July 23,2OO4 - 10'd¡ke test B1
Wâter Depth - 0.0 m
T¡me - 209 minutes

Figure 5.16 - Displacement of B1 Extensometers at End of Test.
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July 28,2004 - 10' d¡ke test
Water Depth - 2.68 m
Time - 33 m¡nutes

Figure 5.17 - Displacement of 82 Extensometers at Peak Water Level.

lñdi€les initiål æsilion of 750 ênensômeìêß'
July 28,2OO4 - 10' dike lest 82
Water Depth - 2.48 m
Time - 37 minutes

lndiæies iiil ãl posltìo¡ of 250 extensoñelèrs'

lódi€les d¡rëclion ot disÞlãcèmnl

Figure 5.18 - Displacement of 82 Extensometers just after Peak Water Level
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B lndi€lès iôiùalpþsiúoñ o1750 êlénsomeleß'

A Jndlælesinlüãlposiiionof 500ênensorulér!'

July 28,2004 - 10' d¡ke test 82
Water Depth - 0.69 m
Time - 58 minutes

< lndieles di¡èction olditdaæruil

'No âfowôdiølès <lm dsdaærenl
---g <-{ \12 3'

245

Figure 5.19 - Displacement of 82 Extensometers at Final Water Read¡ng.

t.]./
July 28, 2004 - 10'd¡ke test
Water Deplh - 2.48 m
Time - 37 minutes

Figure 5.20 - Deformation at Centre-line of Dike B2 just after Peak Water Level
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82 during Above Design Loading (note submerged bags on
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Figure 5.23 - Deformed Profile of Dike 82 against West side of Flume during Unloading

(ñ)

I
PES

July 23,2004 - 10' dike test B
Water Depth - 2.44 m
Time - 94 minutes

Figure 5.24 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike B1 at Design Water Depth.
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PES
July 23,2004 - 10' dike test B
Water Depth - 2.64 m

Time - 100 m¡nutes

Figure 5.25 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike B1 at Peak Water Depth

Hâåd pES
July 23,2004 - 10'd¡ke test B1

Water Depth - 2.58 m

Time - .126 minutes

Figure 5.26 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike 81 during Peak Water Loading
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i".i
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,:.y

PES
July 28,2OO4 - 10'dike test 82
Water Depth - 2.68 m

Time - 33 minutes

'1 0' dike

Figure 5.27 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike 82 at Peak Water Depth

Jvly 28,2004 - l0' d¡ke test 82
Water Depth - 2.48 m

Time - 37 minutes

'10' dike

Figure 5.28 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike 82 just after Peak Water Depth.
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(ñ)
I

PES
July 28,2OO4 - 10' dike test 82
Water Deplh - 0.69 m
Time - 58 minutes

10' dike

Figure 5.29 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike 82 while Emptying Flume
August ô, 2004 - 6'dike test C1
Water Depth - 1.29 m
T¡me - 99 minutes

12 3

24

2

Figure 5.30 - Displacement of C1 Extensometers at Design Water Level.
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6 ,idlelês ini¡.1 poshion ol 750 ettensoôeleß'

lndi€ìès iniìialæsiÙoo of 5O0 exlensælers'

August 6, 2004 - 6'dike test C1
Waler Depth - 1.74 m
Time - 137.5 m¡nules

<<<
't 2 3

24

2

Figure 5.31 - Displacement of C1 Extensometers at Peak Water Level.

August 6,2004 - 6'dike test C1
Water Depth - 1 .6 m
Time - 154 m¡nutes

<<<<Ð
1234

F¡gure 5.32 - Displacement of C1 Extensometers at Beginn¡ng of Unloading.
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August'10, 2004 - 6'dike test C2
Water Depth - 1.77 m
Time - 35 minutes

't23

24

2

F¡gure 5.33 - Displacement of C2 Extensometers at Peak Water Level.
August 10, 2004 - 6'dike test C2
Water Depth - '1.75 m
Time - 43 minutes

12 3

24

2

Figure 5.34 - Displacement of C2 Extensometers after 30 min at Peak Water Level.
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q lndielesinilialp.s¡rionofT5Oexi6somÈlÊ.s'
August 11, 2004 - 6'd¡ke test C3
Water Depth - 1.49 m
Time - 25 m¡nutes

< lnnieÞr dir€crioô oldisplaement

<{ <q -<s -<6
1234

245

23

Figure 5.35 - Displacement of C3 Extensometers at Peak Water Level,

E lndiÈret in ûâlposiÌton ot750 ëxlènsomèrèrs.

A lndÈalês inirÌal posiljon ol 500 êreñsffiêters'

e lñdiølêsiniùalposilionof250€xrensomêtè¡s'

'< lndi€lësdirccUonoldspråcemênl

'No ân6vindelès <lóú displacèment

August 11, 2004 - 6'dike test C3
Wâter Depth - 0.41 m
Time - 36 minutes

1234

.À€<H <
12456

<o <g -<e <
't234

Figure 5.36 - Displacement of C3 Extensometers after Fa¡lure
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August 10, 2004 - 6'dike tesl C2
Water Depth - 1.75 m
Time - 43 m¡nutes

Figure 5.37 - Deformation at Centreline of Dike C2 dur¡ng Overtopping Water Levels.

August 11, 2004 - 6'dike test C3
Wâter Depth - 1.45 m
Time - 27 minutes

Figure 5.38 - Deformation at Centre-line of Dike C3 after Failure
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View to the East

F¡gure 5.40 - Dike C1 at Above Design Loading, View to the East.
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Figure 5.4'l - Dike C Loading, View to the North-west
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E3€¡Étr!@j r {tiffiæ#sË*
Figure 5 42 - Dike Ç3.F¡ngl Dqfo-¡mç_{

Figure 5.43 - Dike C3 Final Deformed Shape, View to the West inside Flume.
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August 6, 2004 - 6'dike test C1

Water Depth - 1.29 m
Time - 99 minutes

6'dike

oisrãñ@ ãc.oss Oke (m)

Figure 5.44 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike C1 at Design Water Depth.

August 6,2004 - ô'dike test C1

Water Depth - 1.74 m
Time - 137.5 minutes

PI P2

Figure 5.45 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike C1 at Peak Water Depth.
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August 6, 2004 - 6'd¡ke test C1

Wâter Depth - 1.6 m

Time - 154 minutes

Figure 5.46 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike C1 at Beginning of Unloading.

August 10, 2004 - 6'd¡ke test C2

Water Depth - 1.77 m
Time - 35 m¡nutes

6'dike

Dislânce ac.oss Dike (ñ)

Figure 5.47 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike C2 at Peak Water Level
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August '10, 2004 - 6'dike test C2

Water Depth - 1.75 m

Time - 43 m¡nutes

oislanc€ ãsoss Oke {ñ)

Figure 5.48 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike C2 after 30 min of Overtopping.

August 11, 2004 - 6'd¡ke test C3

Water Depth - 1.49 m
Time - 25 minutes

Figure 5.49 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike C3 at Peak Water Level
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August 11, 2004 - 6'd¡ke test C3
Water Depth - 0.41 m
Time - 36 minutes

Disrâne across oikè (m)

Figure 5.50 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike C3 after Failure

lndiëles iñilãlæsilion of 75O eneñsôñêlêrs'

August 17,2004 - 6'dike test D1
Water Depth - 1.49 m
Time - 65 minutes

-< -<t E

24

Figure 5.51 - Displacement of D'l Extensometers at Des¡gn Water Depth.
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August '17, 2004 - 6'd¡ke test D1
Water Depth - 1.85 m
Time - 75 minutes

<<<

24

Figure 5.52 - Displacement of D1 Extensometers at Peak Water Depth.

ìndielèr inlüãl posiùs.l 75O €xlensomèlêrs'

lndi€le3 iniliâlposilion of 500 exlën$meleß

lnd æles in¡üal posiûon ol 250 €lIensftlèrs'

lndìøies d.e.rion old sÞlãæmenl

August '17, 2004 - 6' dike test D1
Water Depth - 0.92 m
T¡me - 100 minutes

<<<
123

24
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Figure 5.53 - Displacement of D1 Extensometers during Unloading
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August 18, 2004 - 6'dike test
Water Depth - 1.37 m
Time - 30 minutes

rnd Èies dirêdioo ordi5pl¿@ment

<B <6 <B
123

24

Figure 5.54 - Displacement of D2 Extensometers at Design Water Depth.

È lndic.réstnitiarÞos ionof750€(eñsñèrers.

A lndi€les inirial posir on of 500 ênèñsoñelêrs'

e lndi€les intual posiloñ o1250 èxl¿nsoñerers'

'< lndi€lesdùeclionofdÈplacemeñl

' No anowindicårès <1m dispraæmenl

August 18, 2004 - 6'dike test
Water Depth - 1.67 m
Time - 60 minutes

<ll g -<l â€ € È>
12456

Figure 5.55 - Displacement of D2 Extensometers at Peak Water Depth
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E lñdiølèsiñitj¡lpôsiìioñor750ênensoñéteß'

,4 rndi€le5i¡irialpositjonol500èxiénsomèl¿rs'

O lndièlësinilialpos¡lionof250ê!(Ensoñeteé'

August 18,2004 - 6'dike test D2
Water Depth - 1.65 m
T¡me - 70 m¡nutes

71 a<-ø
123

24

-<0 <
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Figure 5.56 - Displacement of D2 Extensometers after Overtopping for 30 minutes.

August 18,2004 - 6'd¡ke test
Water Depth - 1.65 m
Time - 70 m¡nutes

Figure 5.57 - Deformat¡on at Centre-line of Dike D2 during Overtopping Water Levels.
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5.58 - Dike D1

Figure 5.59 - Dike D1 at Design Loading, View to the
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Figure 5.60 - Front View
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Figure 5.61 - Dike D2 during Above Design Loading, View from Above
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August 17, 2004 - 6'dike test D1

Water Depth - 1.49 m
Time - 65 minutes

Figure 5.62 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike D1 at Design Water Depth

August 17, 2004 - 6'dike test D1

Water Depth - 1.85 m
T¡me - 75 minutes

Þ¡slán@ åcross Dike (ñ)

Figure 5.63 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike D1 at Peak Water Depth.
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August 17,2004 - 6'dike test D1

Water Depth - 0.92 m
Time - 100 minutes

Ohr¿nce aqoss D ke {m)

Figure 5.64 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike D1 during Unloading.

August 18,2004 - 6' d¡ke test D2
Water Depth - 1.37 m

Time - 30 minutes

oislãme aqoss oiie (úÌ

Figure 5.65 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike D2 at Des¡gn Water Depth
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August 18, 2004 - 6' dike test D2
Water Depth - 1.67 m

Time - 60 m¡nutes

Figure 5.66 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike D2 at Peak Water Depth.

August '18, 2004 - 6'dike test D2

Water Depth - 1.65 m

Time - 70 minutes

oisr.n@ âcros3 oike (m)

Figure 5.67 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike D2 dur¡ng Overtop Loading.
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August 21, 2004 - 6' dike test E
Water Depth - '1.81 m
Time - 45 minutes

<---{¡
B.

<-o -€ <Ð -€
1234

Figure 5.68 - Displacement of E Extensometers at Peak Water Depth.

B lndielês inilalpos r on o1750 extensderers'

A lndëìês iniù¿l position ot 5OO exle¡smetss.
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< lndieGs dn€c[o ol dßDláæme^l

August 21, 2004 - 6'dike test E

Water Depth - 1.75 m
Time - 55 m¡nutes
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F¡gure 5.69 - D¡splacement of E Extensometers at above Design Water Depth
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E lôdeles inlûâlposlüø ot 75Oeíêñsdetê6.

A lndiéies injürl position of 50O èrlensmeters.

O ln¡iøres iniùålpositø of25O e{ensØeters.

< lñdjætes dirætion otd spt¿æment

August 21, 2004 - 6' d¡ke test E
Water Depth - 0.80 m
Time - 63 m¡nutes

'No ãn@ iñdl€les <1nm dsplaemenl

< E\q +
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Figure 5.70 - Displacement of E Extensometers durinq Unloadinq.
August 21, 2004 - 6' dike test E
Water Depth - L75 m
T¡me - 55 mìnutes

Figure 5.71 - Deformation at Centre-line of Dike E after 30 min of Above Design Loading
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Dike E. View to the North-east

Figure 5.73 - Dike E Ready for Loading, View to the East.
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August 21, 2004 - 6' dike test E
Water Depth - 1.81 m

Time - 45 minutes

Dislðnce ¿qoss D ko (m)

Figure 5.74 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike E at Peak Water Depth.

August 21, 2004 - 6' dike test E

Water Depth - 1.75 m
Time - 55 m¡nutes

Dislãnc€.soss Oire (ó)

Figure 5.75 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike E dur¡ng Above Design Loading.
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August 21, 2004 - 6' dike test E

Water Depth - 0.80 m
Time - 63 minutes

F¡gure 5.76 - Measured Pressure Head through Dike E during Unloading

0.0 5.0xr05 1.0x10j 1.5x104 2.0x10' 2.5x10'4 3.0x10'o 3.5x10'o

Bulk Conductivity, k (1/sec)
Figure 5.77 - Ranked Bulk Conductivity of Sandbag Dìkes Tested.
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6 Compar¡son of Sandbag Dike Types

6.1 lntroduction

It is valuable to draw comparisons based on the test results that show some of the

relat¡onships between stability, deformability, conductivity, dike height, dike geometry,

construct¡on method, materials and quality. For testing purposes, the dikes were divided

into groups A through E. For compar¡son purposes, they will be further divided into four

sub-groups.

The first comparisons are between the set of dikes that share the same geometry,

construction method, materials and quality and differ only in terms of height. The second

comparisons are between two sets of dikes that share the same height, geometry,

construction method and quality and differ in terms of materials used. The third

comparisons are between two set of dikes that share the same height, construction

method, materials and quality but differ in terms of geometry. The fourth comparison is

between two dikes that have the same heìght, geometry and materials used, but differ in

construction method and quality.

6.2 Comparison One - Effect of Varying Dike Height

One of the earliest goals of this research project was to defìne a maximum height of a

safe sandbag dike that is practical to construct using the most commonly available

materials following the 1997 template developed by the City of \Mnnipeg. The design of

both the testing facility and the full-scale dike testing program revolved around the ability

to differentiate between the stability and seepage character¡stics of dikes of different

heights, all built with the same geometry, construction method, materials and quality.
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The tests that are compared to highlight the effect of a change of height are A, B and C.

They represent the initial design loading of dikes 8, 10 and 6 feel (2.44, 3.05 and 1 .85

m) in height, respectively. Comparisons of the dike's performance under design loading

can be made in terms of horizontal displacement at three elevations, pore pressure

distribution through a central cross-sect¡on, seepage rate and overall deformation.

6.2.1 Horizontal Displacement at Design Water Depth

The extensometer insta¡lations in all three of the tests had the uppermost row placed

about l0 cm (4") above the design water depth for that dike, and the two lower rows

placed 0.5 m and 1.0 m below, respectively. For example, the design water depth for 6'

(1.83 m) dike C1 is a' (.22 m) and the uppermost row of extensometers is installed at

1 .33 m (a.36').

Fig ure 6. I is a plot of the average of the absolute extensometer measurements at each

monitored elevation in the dikes with reference to the design water elevation. As

expected, the horizontal displacement increases with increased dike height. The relative

increase in displacement between dikes I and 10 feet tall (558%) is considerably larger

than the increase in displacement between dikes 6 and 8 feet tall (9a%). This suggests

that there is some critical change in performance between dikes I feet and 10 feet in

height subjected to comparable design load.

This agrees with observations that displacements decreased after unloading in dikes A2

and C l , but not dike 81. ln broad terms, the 6 and 8 foot dikes retained some of their

elast¡c¡ty after sustained design loads, while it did not appear the same for the 10 foot

dike.
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6.2.2 Pore Pressure Distribution at Design Water Depth

The piezometer installations in the three tests featured a row near the base and a row

near lhe mid-point of the dike. Figure 6.2 is a plot of the average piezometer readings for

each row normalised as a percentage of their design depth versus their elevation within

the dike as a percentage of dike height. There is a significant difference in the slopes of

the lines connecting the two elevations of pore pressure measurements for each dike.

The most striking difference is between the 6 foot dike and the 8 and 10 foot dikes. The

6 foot dike (C1) showed no wetting at its upper level of piezometers, and therefore the

line connecting these hvo elevations for this dike has a negative slope. Conversely, the

upper piezometers in both the I foot (42) and 10 foot (81) dikes recorded pore

pressures and the lines joining their averages have positive slopes. The slope of the l¡ne

for the 10 foot dike is steeper than the slope of the line for the 8 foot slope.

These trends support the assertion that increased pore pressures throughout a sandbag

dike decrease the dike's stability. The 6 foot dike was found to be stable under design

loading, but the 8 and 10 foot dikes were not.

6.2.3 Seepage Rate at Design Water Depth

The bulk conductivity per metre of sandbag dike is a function of the head driving the

flow, the average length of available flow paths and the average porosity of the materials

along that flow path. The conductivity of dikes C1, A2 and 81 when loaded at design

water depth are compared in Figure 6.3 based on approximate estimat¡ons of bulk 'k'

values. There is a general increase in conductivity with an increase in dike height, as is

expected.

Dike A2 has the highest measured conductivity of these three dikes, which is likeìy an

effect of two principal causes. The flrst ¡s a less than perfect PES layer installation in this

Assessmenf of Sandbag D¡ke Peíormance
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first set of dikes tested. The second is measuring the flow across the entire width of the

flume, a pract¡se that was mod¡fied in later tests, as mentioned in chapter 4. Generally,

an increase in bulk conductivity ¡s expected with increasing dike height and the

corresponding higher hydraulic gradient from the increased design loading elevation to

the unchanged dry síde base elevation. This is the overall trend observed in these tests.

6.2.4 Deformation under Design Water Depth

Figure 6.4 is a plot of the original and deformed dike profiles for tests C2, A2 and 82

respectively. ln tests C2 and 82, the deformed profile ¡s the result of loading above

design levels. ln test 42, the deformed profile shown is the result of design depth

loading. The most str¡king difference between the three profiles is the reduct¡on of

available freeboard due to both densification of the dike by wetting and deformation of

the d¡kes original geometry by loading. The reduction of available freeboard is greatest

in the highest dike and least in the lowest dike.

The overall deformation is also greatest in the highest dike and least in the lowest d¡ke.

ln test 82, the 10'(3.05 m) dike experienced excessive sliding along the pES layer. The

occurrence of this sliding in the higher dikes agrees with the difference in measured

Mohr-Coulomb friction values between dry PES and dry WSFpp and the values

measured for saturated PES and WSFPP. The c'values for this interface went to zero in

the saturated tests, indicating that saturat¡on reduced the effective cohesion of the

interface to very low values. ln the large-scale tests, this translates into a reduction of

the frictional stability of the PES layer during wetting and the overall stability of this

portion of the dike is dependent on inter-weaving of the pES layer with the filled

sandbags on each side. This inter-weaving serves to provide a connection to the

surrounding sandbags so that the PES interface is not the weakest link in the dike and
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the structure as a whole can be considered to have higher frictional resistance than the

crit¡cal saturated PES-WSFPP interface.

6.2.5 Summary of Dike Height Comparison

From these comparisons it is evident that sandbag dikes built according to the City of

Winnipeg's 1997 template are less stable, more conduct¡ve and more prone to

deformation with increased height, particularly above 6' (1.83 m). These characteristics

are closely tied to the pore pressure distr¡bution through a given dike at its design load,

and the normalised pore pressure dislributions in the I' and 10' (2.44 and 3.05 m) dikes

tested were noticeably higher than in the 6' (1.83 m) dikes tested. Densification due to

wetting is also magnified with increased dike height, as expected.

6.3 Comparison Two - Effect of PES layer

The PES layer is a key element in the City of Wnnipeg's 1997 sandbag dike template. A

survey of the materials present in a sandbag díke quickly reveals that the pES is the

only component of the dike with any reasonable water-tightness. The other key

materials, namely sand and WSFPP, are very porous and do lit e to impede flow

through the dike under flood conditions.

The tests that will be compared to highlíght the effect of the PES layer in a sandbag dike

are tests C1 &C2 with C3 and test D1 with D2.

6.3.1 Horizontal Displacement at Design and Overtop Water
Depths

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 are plots of the average absolute measured horizontal displacement

at each extensometer elevation within dikes C1 & C3 and dikes D1 & D2 when loaded at

design water depths, respectively. ln both cases, the dikes with a pES layer show a

small amount of displacement at each extensometer installation level, generally
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increasing with an increase in elevation. The dikes without PES show much greater

displacements, with dike C3 following the pattern of increasing displacement with

increased elevation. Dike D2 exhibits the greatest displacements at its middle

extensometer elevation, but they are not substantially larger than the displacements

measured at ¡ts upper extensometer elevation. This can be partially attr¡buted to the

effect of using absolute values to average across the dike where there is relative motion

between each of the monitored positions. lt is also a function of the deformed shape that

the loaded dikes tended to take, which featured less vertical deformation downwards

through the cross-sect¡on and a lateral bulge towards the dry side in the upper two thirds

of the profìle.

Figures 6.7 and 6.8 are plots of the average absolute measured horizontal displacement

at each extensometer elevation within d¡kes C2 & C3 and dikes D1 & D2 when loaded at

overtop water depths, respect¡vely. As in the design load case, there is more movement

observed in the dikes without PES, C3 and D2, than in the dikes with a pES layer, C2

and D1. There is a considerable increase in the overall horizontal displacement at

overtop water depths as compared to design loading.

6.3.2
Depths

Pore Pressure Distributions at Des¡gn and Overtop Water

The piezometer installations in these tests also featured a row near the base and a row

near the mid-point of the dike. Figures 6,9 and 6.10 are plots of the average piezometer

readings at design depth loading for each row normalised as a percentage of their

design depth versus their elevation within the dike as a percentage of dike height. There

is a significant difference in the slopes of the lines connecting the two elevations of pore

pressure measurements for each dike. The dikes with a pES layer did not register any

excess pore pressures at their upper piezometer elevation, so the lines for these
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readings have negative slope. The dikes w¡thout a PES layer did register excess pore

pressures at both eievat¡ons, resulting in a positive slope for this particular plot.

Figures 6.11 and 6.12 are plots of the average piezometer readings at overtop loading

for each row normalised as a percentage of their design depth versus their elevation

within the dike as a percentage of dike height. At this loading level, pore pressures were

measured at both piezometer elevations in both dikes C2 & C3. Dike D l still did not

register any excess pore pressures at its upper elevation of piezometers at overtop

loading, but dike D2 did.

Generally, there is an ¡ncrease in pore pressures through all of the dikes when going

from design depth loading to overtop loading. There is also an increase in pore

pressures when going from a dike with a . PES layer to a dike with similar geometry

without a PES layer. The increase in average measured pore pressures for dikes with

PES to comparable dikes without PES is between 200 and 4QOo/o.

6.3.3 Seepage Rates at Design and Overtop Water Depths

Figure 6.13 is a comparison of the measured bulk conductiv¡ty per metre of dike in tests

C1, C3, D1 and D2. As with the pore pressure measurements, the difference in

conductivity between dikes w¡th PES and dikes without PES is striking. Dikes G1 and C3

have measured bulk conductivities of 7.6 x 10s and 3.0 x 10a (sec-1) per metre of dike

respectively. Dikes D1 and D2 have measured bulk conductivities of 2.5 x 106 and 1 .7 x

10{ (sec-1) per metre of dike respectively. ln both dike geometries this is an increase in

conduclivity of two orders of magnitude, based solely on the removal of the PES layer.
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6.3.4 Deformed Dike Shapes at Overtop Water Depth

Figure 6.14 is a side by side comparison of the deformed shapes of dikes C2 and C3

after sustained overtop loading. There is considerably more deformation evident in dike

C3 than in dike C2. D¡ke C2 sustained overtop loading for 30 minutes and the

extensometer and piezometer readings for this dike reached equilibrium despite the

water flowing over its top. Dike C3 did not maintain its shape for any length of time at

overtop ¡oad¡ng levels.

The freeboard available for these dikes after loading is also telling about the influence of

the PES layer. ln dike C2, the freeboard was reduced by 18% after overtop loading, and

in dike C3, ¡t was reduced by 62%.

6.3.5 Summary of the Effect of the PES layer

Video data and visual observations of group C tests also demonstrate the difference in

dikes with and without a PES layer. ln test C3, where there is no PES layer, water flows

through nearly half-way up the face of the 'dry' side of the dike. This is in agreement with

the piezometer data, which ind¡cates a head profile through dike C3 that is between 0.4

and 0.8 m (1 .31' and 2.62') at the dry side.

It is clear that the PES layer plays an instrumental role in the stabil¡ty and seepage

characteristics of sandbag dikes. The PES slows the rate of flow through the dikes under

hydraulic loading, which reduces the pore pressures inside the dikes which maintains

the stability of the overall structure and holds back the floodwaters with a maintainable

rate of seepage. ln the absence of the PES layer, the geometry of the City of Winnipeg

1997 template is not stable. An increase ín dike volume of more than 25% is required for

stabil¡ty w¡thout PES, but even with th¡s configuration, seepage rates are more than can

be reasonably addressed by pumping systems in flood conditions.
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6.4 Comparison Three - Effect of Dike Geometry

The Cíty of Winnipeg's 1997 template is based on an evolution of sandbag dike

geometry that is motivated by a need to protect as much flood area as possible using the

least number of bags while maíntaining a reasonable level of safety. The idea for test¡ng

a 1i1 dry side slope as opposed to the standard 2:1 slope was brought forward by the

steering comm¡ttee. The rationale was that a dry side modification represents a practical

solution in a mid-flood crisis situation such as the discovery of a dike missing the PES

layer. The tests that will be compared to highlight the effect of a change of geometry are

C1, C2 & C3 with D1 & D2.

6.4.1
Depths

Horizontal Displacement at Design and Overtop Water

Figure 6.15 is a plot of the average absolute measured horizontal displacement at each

extensometer elevation within dikes C1 and D1 when loaded at design water depth.

There is a noticeable decrease in movement in dike D1 when compared to dike C'1,

although both dikes had average horizontal deformations of less than 12 mm (112")

under design loading.

Figure 6.16 is a plot of the average absolute measured horizontal displacement at each

extensometer elevation within dikes C2 and D1 when loaded to overtop water depth.

There is more horizontal deformation measured under overtop loading than under

design depth loading, but in this case dike D1 recorded more deformation at the middle

extensometer elevation than dike C2. This is evidence of different deformation behaviour

due to different dike geometry.
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The general shape of the plots for the C dikes and the D d¡kes are consistent between

both tests. The trend of increased horizontal displacements with increased water depths

is also maintained.

6.4.2 Pore Pressure Distributions at Design and Overtop Water
Depths

Figure 6.17 is a plot of the average piezometer readings for dikes C1 and D1 at design

loading for each row normalised as a percentage of their design depth versus their

elevation within the dike as a percentage of dike height. The pore pressure distributions

in the dikes are very similar. Neither dike exper¡enced excess pore pressures at the

higher piezometer elevation. Dike C1 has a slightly higher pore pressure reading at the

base level than D1 .

Figure 6.18 is a plot of the average p¡ezometer readings for dikes C2 and D1 at overtop

loading for each row normalised as a percentage of their design depth versus their

elevation within the dike as a percentage of dike height. At overtop loading, the pore

pressure distr¡butions in the dikes are noticeably different. Excess pore pressures are

measured at the higher elevation of piezometers in dike C2 but not in dike Dl. This gives

a positive slope to the plot for dike C2, and a negative slope for dike D1. Both of the

dikes show an increase in pore pressures from design to overtop loading conditions.

The difference in measured pore pressures from design to overtop loading that is

observed in dike C1 and C2 is not observed in dike D1. This difference is largely

attributable to the increased area and corresponding increase in flow-paths through the

dike cross-section.
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6.4.3 Seepage Rates at Design and Overtop Water Depths

Figure 6.19 is a comparison of the measured bulk conductivity per metre of dike in tests

C1 at design load, C2 at overtop load, and Dí at both design and overtop loads. The

difference in bulk conductivity between dikes built to the City of Wnnipeg 1997 template

and dikes built with a 1:1 slope on the dry side is noticeable. Dikes C1 and D1 have

measured bulk conductiv¡ties of 7.6 x 10€ and 2.5 x 10ß (sec-r) per metre of dike at

design loads, respect¡vely. Dikes C2 and D1 have measured bulk conductivities of 8.6 x

10-s and 9.7 x 1 0-6 (sec-1) per metre of dike at overtop loads, respectively.

The noticeable decrease in measured bulk conductivity in the dikes with the 1:1 dry side

slope is due to the increased length of flow-paths from the 2:1 side slope dikes.

6.4.4 Deformed Díke Shapes at Overtop Water Depth

Figure 6.20 is a side by side comparison of the deformed shapes of dikes C3 and D2

after sustained overtop loading. These are both dikes built without a PES layer in place,

but dike D2 has about 25o/o more sandbags in its cross-section. There is considerably

more deformation evident in dike C3 than in dike D2. Dike D2 sustained overtop loading

for 30 minutes and the extensometer and piezometer readings for this dike reached

equilibrium desp¡te the water flowing over its top. Dike C3 did not maintain its shape for

any length of time at overtop loading levels.

The difference behveen these two test results is effectively the difference between

stab¡lity and catastrophic failure of a flood protection structure. The only difference

between dikes C3 and D2 is the amount of sandbags installed on the dry side of the

dike. While the seepage rates through a dike with no PES may be higher than it is

practically possible for the average homeowner to pump back, they are still considerably

lower than the seepage rates over a totally failed d¡ke.
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6.4.5 Summary of effects of Dike Geometry

The geometry of a sandbag dike's cross-section is instrumental to the stability and

seepage characteristics of that dike. lt also influences the constructability of the structure

from both a material supply and expertise perspective.

These tests demonstrate that the loss of stability due to excessive flow through a dike

constructed without a PES layer can be overcome with additional bags on the dry side.

This provides a dry side solution for dikes that are already loaded or may be suspected

of not having sufficient PES installed. lt also confirms the practise of 'buttressing' dikes

on their dry side that was relied on in several cases in Manitoba's flood of 1997.

6.5 Comparison Four - Effect of dike construction and
quality methods

It is important to recognise that the majority of sandbag dikes constructed during a flood

event are built by volunteers. The amount of training and experience in any given group

of volunteers will be highly variable. Given the same materials and basic information,

there will be an appreciative difference between dikes built by different groups of people.

This is of absolute importance given that flood protection efforts are subject to the

'weakest link' causing failure. lt doesn't do very much good for a length of dike to be buill

to high standards ¡f it is attached to and therefore dependent on a poorly built section.

The water will simply go around strong sections of dike and through or over weak ones.

The tests that will be compared to highlight the effect of a change of construction method

and quality are C1 & C2 and E.
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6.5.1 Horizontal Displacement at Design and Overtop Water
Depths

Figure 6.21 is a plot of the average absolute measured horizontal displacement at each

extensometer elevation within dikes C1 and E when loaded at design water depth. There

is only a small increase ¡n movement in dike E when compared to dike C1, and both

d¡kes had average horizontal deformations of less than 25 mm (1") under design loading.

Figure 6.22 is a plot of the average absolute measured horizontal displacement at each

extensometer elevation within dikes C2 and E when loaded to overtop water depth.

There is considerably more horizontal deformation measured under overtop loading than

under design depth loading in dike E. The volunteer built dike did not appear to be stable

under overtop loading. This is in direct contrast to the 6' dikes built by student

researchers (containing a proper PES layer).

6.5.2 Pore Pressure Distributions at Design and Overtop Water
Depths

Figure 6.23 is a plot of the average piezometer readings for dikes C1 and E at design

loading for each row normalised as a percentage of their design depth versus their

elevation within the dike as a percentage of dike height. The pore pressure distributions

in the dikes are very similar, both decreasing from the base level to the higher elevation

of piezometers.

Figure 6.24 is a plot of the average piezometer readings for dikes C2 and E at overtop

loading for each row normalised as a percentage of their design depth versus their

elevation within the dike as a percentage of dike height. Again, the distributions in the

dikes are similar, but in overtop loading dike C1 and E both registered excess pore

pressures at the higher piezometers. The volunteer built dike has hígher pore pressures

at the base level but both dikes are more or less equal at the higher elevation.
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6.5.3 Deformed Dike Shapes at Overtop Water Depth

Figure 6.25 is a side by side comparison of the deformed shapes of dikes C2 and E after

30 minutes of sustained overtop loading. The dikes deformed similarly, with the

volunteer built dike showing more hor¡zontal displacement and the researcher built dike

showing more vertical settlement. The available freeboard in dike C2 was reduced by

18% as compared with an 8% reduction in dike E.

The difference in deformation between the two dikes is likely related to differences in

construction method. The volunteers placed bags at alternating orientation with respect

to the central axis of the dike and the researchers did not. The alternating bag placement

could be responsible for the increased horizontal deformation in the volunteer dike.

There were more people involved in the volunteer dike building exercise than in the

research built dikes, and more people physically on the dike during construction. This

should have resulted in better compaction during construct¡on. The superior compaction

is likely responsible for the minimal vertical deformation in the volunteer dike.

The volunteers used three sheets of PES in theír dike, creating two horizontal joints. The

researchers used one sheet of PES in their dikes, limiting the seam to the base of the

dike.

6.5.4 Summary of effects Construction Quality Methods

The most striking difference between the dikes built by researchers and the dike built by

volunteers is that the volunteer built 6'dike continued to deform under constant overtop

load while all of the research built 6' dikes equilibrated under both design and overtop

loading condit¡ons. This indicates that a reduction construction quality can signifìcantly

compromise the stability of a given dike. Where the research built dikes pointed to the
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l¡mit in seepage and stability for the City of Winnipeg 1997 template being somewhere in

the 8'range, the volunteer built 6'dike showed instabilities that would not be acceptable

in a flood event.

The exercise also proved to be an excellent example of the need for clear

communication between flood control authorities and the volunteers who w¡ll be building

sandbag dikes in a flood situation. The difference in interpretation of the same

information sheet by the volunteers and the researchers highlights the ambigu¡ties w¡th

regard to bag orientation and PES placement.
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Figure 6.4 - Deformed Shape Side-by-side Comparison for Dikes C1, A2 and B1
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Figure 6.10 - Pore Pressure Data at Design Load, Dikes D1 (PES) & D2 (no PES).
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Figure 6.14 - Deformed Shape Side-by-side Comparison for Dikes C2 and C3.
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(27 min)

Deformed shape of dike at centreline after
30 minutes at overtopping water leveì - 1.65m
(70 min)

Figure 6.20 - Deformed Shape Side-by-side Comparison for Dikes C3 and D2
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Figure 6.21 - Horizontal Deformation at Design Load, Dikes C1 (UM) & E (Volunteer).
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Figure 6.22 - Horizontal Deformat¡on at Overtop Load, Dikes C1 (UM) & E (Votunteer).
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Figure 6.23 - Pore Pressure Data at Design Load, Dikes C1 (UM) & E (Volunteer).
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Figure 6.24 - Pore Pressure Data at Overtop Load, Dikes C1 (UM) & E (Volunteeo
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August 10, 2004
6'dike test C2

August 21, 2004
6'dike test E

Deformed shape of dike at centre-line
after 30 minutes at overtopp¡ng water
level - 1.75m (43 min)

Deformed shape of dike at centre-line
after 30 minutes at above design water
level - 1.75m (55 min)

Figure 6.25 - Deformed Shape Side-by-side Comparison for Dikes C2 and E.
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7

7.1

Conclusions and Recommendations

lntroduction

The research documented in this thesis has provided some answers to key quest¡ons

about sandbag dike performance in Manitoba, iliuminated some aspects of temporary

flood protection that were previously limited to anecdotal evidence, and raised a set of

questions for future research.

Quantitative data is now available that describes the frictional characteristics of all of the

materials and interfaces present in a sandbag dike built to the City of Winnipeg's 1997

template. There is now evidence justifuing a limit to the height which it is safe to build a

sandbag dlke according to this template, and provisions for modification to design dikes

of greater heights. The importance of the PES layer for ma¡nta¡ning stability and

reducing seepage has been verified and measured. An alternative geometry has been

tested to provide a dry side solution to dikes that may be compromised by their

construction and loading conditions. Similar dikes in terms of materials and geometry

were tested with different construct¡on methods and construct¡on quality.

An unexpected result of this testing has been the documentation of the effects of

densification by wetting on sandbag structures. Where this was previously observed in

the field during flood events, there was a lack of measurement ability during floods to

quantifr/ this behav¡our due to the constraints of an emergency situation. Now there is a

set of data for designing sandbag dikes to maintain their necessary freeboard under

predicted loading conditíons.

Questions not addressed and arising from this research include but are not l¡mited to:

the effect of frozen ground on dike stability and seepage along the base, the effect of

varying sandbag orientation, the effect of horizontal seams and overlap width on both
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seepage and stability, the effect of wave action and debris collision(s), and the effects of

further geometric variations.

7.2

7,2.1

Conclusions

Safe Limit to Height of Dikes built to 1997 Template

The field tests conducted on sandbag dikes in the flume during the summer of 2004

showed that dikes built according to the 1997 template to a height of 6' (1.83 m) and

loaded to their design depth of 4' (1.29 m) appear relatively stable. lt is possible that with

exceptional construction quality dikes of 8' (2.44 m) may be stable up to their design

load of 6' (1.83 m), but it is not recommended that heights above 6' be attempted without

the consultat¡on of qualified personnel dur¡ng all stages of construction and most notably

during initiai dike placement.

7.2.2 The lmportance of the PES Layer

The PES layer in a sandbag dike is absolutely instrumental to minimise the seepage rate

through the structure and to ¡imit excessive pore pressures throughout the dike. ln doing

this, the PES is also instrumental in maintaining the stability of the structure. Elevated

pore pressures and flow rates through sandbag dikes greatly reduce the frictional

resistance of the material interfaces in the dike, and lower the effective stresses present

in ihe sand itself, thereby lowering the strength of the dike.

7.2.3 The Effect of Change in Geometry

Changing the dry side of the 1 997 dike template to a I :1 slope from a 2:1 slope

increased the stability of the dike and reduced the seepage rates through the dike. This

25% increase in bags was found to be enough to stabilize a 6' (1.83 m) dike built without

any PES under design and above design loading conditions. The quantitative
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information available from these tests conf¡rms the past practise of 'buttressing' and

represents a starting point for further testing on geometrical variation in sandbag dikes.

7.2.4 The Effect of Construction Method and Quality

The exercise of having volunteers construct a 6' (1.83 m) dike with a minimum of

instruction and interference gives a clear indication of both the need for cons¡stency and

quality in dike construction as well as the need for clear and concise communication

tools for educating and training flood protection workers, both officials and volunteers.

7.2.5 The Effect of Densification by Wetting

Because sandbag dikes are built by hand and cannot be mechanically compacted in

most situations, the sand in each bag ¡s subject to densificat¡on by wett¡ng during initial

flood loading. Both full-scale and in-isolation tests were carried out and showed that a

10' (3.05 m) dike can be expected to settle by up to 1 ' (0.3 m) as a result of wetting. This

is extremely significant in light of the design freeboard oÍ 2' (0.61 m) appl¡ed to these

structures.

7.3 Recommendat¡ons for Further Testing

The following are several suggestions for future testing, divided into two groups. The f¡rst

are actual aspects of the dikes themselves. These represent issues that are important to

the stakeholders in the research. The second group are improvements to the research

method itself. These are issues primarily of concern to the tests themselves.

7.3.1

7.3.1.1

Sandbag Dike Aspects for Future Qonsideration

Base Conditions

Spring flooding conditions in Manitoba often involve frozen ground. This change in

conditions needs to be quantified both in laboratory ìn-isolation tests and in full-scale
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field tests of sandbag dikes built on frozen ground. The flume designed and built for this

research can easily be adapted for this purpose. lt simply must be erected in the fall and

allowed to go through the winter so that it will be ready for tests in the spring.

The effect of varying the base mater¡al from sod to a surface like asphalt is also

unquantified at this point. Tests on various base materials could be conducted in the full-

scale flume.

7.3.1 .2 Alternative Geometries

There are many changes to the dike geometry that are possible, and a set of

comparison tests would yield information on the best use of materials for a given height

of temporary flood protection. Expanding on the alternative geometry tested in this

research by examining the effect on dikes of different heights built with a 1:1 dry side

slope would be a natural place to start.

7.3.1.3 Alternative Materials and lnnovat¡ve Flood Protection Sysferns

There are alternative materials available for building sandbag dikes, ranging from higher

quality WSFPP bags to additional stabilization plates to combat base sliding. These

materials need to be tested in order to measure their efficiency and economy in

improving the performance of sandbag dikes.

There are also many alternative flood protection structures available, some of which are

presented in chapter 2. The flume built for this set of tests is capable of testing many of

these structures alongside sandbag dikes in order to build a set of data accurately

comparing their performance.
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7.3.1.4 Variation of Bag Orientation

The volunteers who built dike E placed the majority of the bags in their dike parallel to

the long axis of the dike, which corresponds to the direction of flow in actual flooding

conditions. Every third or fourth lift of bags, however, they placed the bags perpendicular

to the long axis of the dike, in the same manner as a mason places a soldier course

every fourth or fìfth course of bricks in a structural brick wall. This practise is consistent

with the anecdotal experience of several people involved with flood protection efforts in

\Mnnipeg in the past.

Members of this research project's steering committee pointed out that this method of

placing the bags can create preferential flow paths across the dike. However, the

amount that these flow paths would actually impact the performance of the dike would

likely depend on the condition of the PES layer.

Tests on dikes w¡th bags placed perpendicular to the flood water flow direction would

shed some light on the magnitude of the effect of this practise.

7.3.1 .5 Vaiation of PES lnstallation

ln watching the volunteers build their dike, it became apparent that there are many

possible configurations of PES installation in a sandbag dike. Variation of seam location,

overlap width and overall number could easily be tested, and would be very valuable for

designers.

7.3.1.6 Wave and Debris Loading

Flood cond¡t¡ons subject sandbag structures to wave and debris loading. The Hydraulics

Research Testing Facility at the University of Manitoba has a wave-generation
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apparatus that could be implemented in the full-scale testing facility in order to simulate

some of these conditions.

7.3.2

7.3.2.1

lmprovements in Research Method

Duration of lesfs

The overall length of t¡me that water can be held in the flume is determined by safety

factors and the research agreement signed by all of the stakeholders. Recognising this,

it is not pract¡cal to recommend long term testing in the flume unless future research

takes this into account and satisfÌes all relevant safety concerns.

One element of testing that could be done on a longer term basis ¡s the collect¡on of

electronic data from extensometers and piezometers until they cease to change after

each loading.

7.3.2.2 Sfiffiless of Flume

Future erections of the full-scale testing facility should implement corner stiffening at the

base as well as the top of the walls, as well as across the front face at both the

foundation and the top of the structure. This would go a long way to reducing seepage

through the corners of the structure and allow more precise testing with the use of less

water.

7.3.2.3 Water-Tightness of Fl ume

The walls of the flume need to be installed in a trench that is free of porous material and

backfilled with a compacted clay material on both sides. This flow path proved to be

crit¡cal in one of the tests in the summer o'f 2OO4, and while there was no catastrophic

failure, a significant amount of water was wasted and the planned overtop test of the l0'

(3.05 m) dike was not completed.
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